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. Introduction

A variety of algorithmic graph problems can be formulated as
roblems of modifying a graph such that the resulting graph sat-
sfies some desired properties. In particular, in the past 30 years,
raph modification problems served as a strong inspiration for
eveloping new approaches in parameterized algorithms and
omplexity. In this survey we are concerned with a specific
ype of graph modification problems, namely edge modification
roblems. Even for this special version of graph modification
roblem there is a plethora of algorithmic results in the literature.
e focus on new developments in the area of parameterized

lgorithms and complexity for edge modification problems in-
luding kernelization, subexponential algorithms, and algorithms
or finding various cuts and connectivity augmentations, as well
s achieving various vertex-degree constrains. We also provide
pen problems for further research.
One of the classic results about graph modification problems

s the work of Lewis and Yannakakis [1], that provides necessary
nd sufficient conditions (assuming P ̸= NP) of polynomial time
olvability of vertex-removal problems for hereditary properties.
owever, when it concerns edge-removal problems, no such di-
hotomy is known. Since the work of Yannakakis [2], a great
eal of work was devoted to establish which edge modification
roblems are in P and which are NP-complete. There already exist
urveys on these topics [3–5] that the interested reader can look
p.
The edge modification problems discussed in this survey fall

ainly in one of the categories depending on the operations we
llow; adding edges, deleting edges, and the combination of both,
hich we call editing edges. Formally, let G be a graph class. In
he G-Edge Completion problem, the task is to decide whether
given graph G can be transformed into a graph in G by adding

at most k edges. We use the following notation. For a set F of
pairs of V (G), we denote by G + F the graph obtained from G by
making all pairs from F adjacent. Then we formally define G-Edge
Completion as follows:

Input: Graph G and integer k
Task: Decide whether there exists a set F ⊆ [V (G)]2 of

size at most k such that G + F is in G.

G-Edge Completion

For example, when G is the class of chordal graphs, then this is
he Chordal Completion problem, that is the problem of adding
at most k edges to make an input graph chordal, i.e., containing
no induced cycle of length more than three. If G is the class of
-edge connected graphs, then this is the 2-Edge-Connectivity
ugmentation problem. One natural question to ask is why it is

the case that Chordal Completion is NP-complete [6], whereas
-Edge-Connectivity Augmentation (for unweighted graphs) is
olvable in polynomial time [7].
In the G-Edge Deletion problem, the task is to decide whether

given graph G can be transformed into a graph in G by deleting
t most k edges. We use the notation G − F , where F ⊆ E(G), to
enote the graph with the vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G) \ F .
hen we define G-Edge Deletion as follows:

Input: Graph G and integer k
Task: Decide whether there exists a set F ⊆ E(G) of

size at most k such that G − F is in G.

G-Edge Deletion
p

2

When G is the class of acyclic graphs, for example, then G-
Edge Deletion is trivially solvable in polynomial time (finding
a minimum spanning tree). When G is the class of bipartite
graphs, the problem is known as Odd Cycle Transversal1 and
is NP-complete [2].

Finally, in the G-Edge Editing problem the task is to decide
whether a given graph G can be transformed into a graph G +

F+ − F− in G using at most |F+| + |F−| = k edges. For a set F of
pairs of V (G), we denote by G △ F the graph with vertex set V (G),
and whose edge set is the symmetric difference of E(G) and F . We
define G-Edge Editing as follows:

Input: Graph G and integer k
Task: Decide whether there exists a set F ⊆ [V (G)]2 of

size at most k such that G △ F is in G.

G-Edge Editing

When G is the graph class of disjoint unions of complete
raphs, i.e., cluster graphs, then this is the problem known as
luster Editing or Correlation Clustering, the problem of
eleting and adding at most k edges in a graph G such that
very connected component of the obtained graph is a clique. This
roblem is known to be NP-complete [8]. On the other hand, the

Split Editing problem, the problem of editing to a split graph
(we postpone the definition of this graph till the next section) is
solvable in polynomial time [9].

In this survey we intentionally tried to avoid discussions of
vertex-modification problems; a survey including both would
likely result in a full text-book. Many parameterized and ker-
nelization algorithms for vertex modification problems including
Vertex Cover, Feedback Vertex Set, Odd Cycle Transversal and
any others can be found in the books by Cygan et al. [10] and
omin et al. [11]. We also decided not to discuss the parame-
erized complexity of contraction problems since the contraction
peration decreases the number of vertices in a graph, and is
herefore in some sense closer in spirit to vertex removal prob-
ems. For further reading on contraction problems we refer to
xisting surveys [12–15].

ai’s notation. Leizhen Cai in [16] introduced a notation for graph
odification problems which is widely used in the literature. Let
be a class of graphs, then G − ke (respectively G + ke) is the

lass of those graphs that can be obtained from a member of G
y deleting at most k edges (respectively adding at most k edges).
e also can use G±ke for the class of graphs that can be obtained

rom a member of G by changing at most k adjacencies. With
ai’s notation, the G-Edge Completion problem is the problem
o decide whether graph G is in G − ke, G-Edge Deletion is to
ecide whether G ∈ G + ke, and G-Edge Editing is to decide

whether G ∈ G ± ke. Similarly, Cai’s notation are also used for
vertex-modification problems G − kv and G + kv, although the
problem G − kv is exceedingly rare (adding vertices to obtain a
property).

Parameterized complexity. In most modification problems, and in
many naturally occurring problems, we are interested in finding
the smallest possible solution—we are looking for a solution of
size at most some prescribed number k. In parameterized com-
plexity, we are taking this value into account in the analysis
of the running time. We are here looking for algorithms that
solve problems in time f (k)nO(1), where f can be any computable
unction with input k, called the parameter, and n is the size

1 The problem is strictly speaking called Edge Bipartization but is com-
utationally equivalent to Odd Cycle Transversal.
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f the input, usually measured in the number of vertices in the
nput graph. A problem admitting such an algorithm is said to
e fixed-parameter tractable. This means, informally and vaguely,
hat for fixed sized solutions, the problem is in some sense still
ractable. Parameterized complexity offers a more fine-grained
nalysis than what the P vs. NP classification does. In addition
o solution size as a parameter, there exist many other natural
arameters, for example the maximum degree of the input graph,
he treewidth of the input graph (or other width parameters), the
ize of the minimum vertex cover of the input graph, the diameter
f the target graph, and many more. We will always specify which
arameterization we are addressing.
More formally, a parameterized problem is a language Q ⊆

∗
× N where Σ∗ is the set of strings over a finite alphabet Σ ,

hat is, an input of Q is a pair (I, k) where I ⊆ Σ∗ and k ∈ N.
e refer to k as the parameter of the problem. A parameterized

problem Q is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) if it can be decided
whether (I, k) ∈ Q in f (k) · |I|O(1) time for some function f that
epends on the parameter k only. Respectively, the parameterized
omplexity class FPT is composed by fixed-parameter tractable
roblems.
Parameterized complexity theory also provides tools to rule

ut the existence of FPT algorithms under plausible complexity-
heoretic assumptions. For this, a hierarchy of parameterized
omplexity classes

PT ⊆ W[1] ⊆ W[2] ⊆ · · · ⊆ XP

as introduced by Downey and Fellows [17], and it was conjec-
ured that the inclusions are proper. The basic way to show that it
s unlikely that a parameterized problem admits an FPT algorithm
s to show that the problem is W[1]-hard or even para-NP-hard,
hat is, already NP-hard when the parameter value is a constant2.
e refer to the many books on the subject [10,19–21] for a proper

ntroduction to parameterized algorithms and complexity.

ernelization. A data reduction rule, or simply, reduction rule, for
parameterized problem Q is a function ϕ :Σ∗

× N → Σ∗
× N

that maps an instance (I, k) of Q to an equivalent instance (I ′, k′)
of Q such that ϕ is computable in time polynomial in |I| and k.
We say that two instances of Q , (I, k) and (I ′, k′) are equivalent if
(I, k) ∈ Q if and only if (I ′, k′) ∈ Q . We refer to this property of
the reduction rule ϕ, that it translates an instance to an equivalent
one, as to the safeness of the reduction rule.

Informally, kernelization is a preprocessing algorithm that con-
secutively applies various data reduction rules in order to shrink
the instance size as much as possible. A preprocessing algorithm
takes as input an instance (I, k) of Q and returns an equivalent
instance (I ′, k′) of Q in polynomial time in |I|+k. The quality of a
preprocessing algorithm A is measured by the size of the output.
More precisely, the output size of a preprocessing algorithm A is
a function sizeA :N → N ∪ {∞} defined as follows:

sizeA(k) = sup{|I ′| + k′
| (I ′, k′) = A(I, k), I ∈ Σ∗

}.

A kernelization algorithm, or simply a kernel, for a parameterized
problem Q is a preprocessing algorithm A that, given an instance
(I, k) of Q , returns an equivalent instance (I ′, k′) of Q in polyno-
mial time in |I|+k such that sizeA(k) ≤ g(k) for some computable
function g :N → N. We say that g(·) is the size of a kernel. If g(·) is
a polynomial function, we say that Q admits a polynomial kernel.

It is well-known that every FPT problem admits a kernel (and
vice versa), but, up to some reasonable complexity assumptions,
there are FPT problems that have no polynomial kernels. In

2 Formally, para-NP is the parameterized equivalent of NP, and is defined
imilarly to NP, except that the nondeterministic Turing machine may use FPT
ime. It holds that para-NP = FPT if and only if PTIME = NP [18].
 t

3

particular, we are using the composition technique introduced
by Bodlaender et al. [22] to show that a parameterized problem
does not admit a polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. For
further references on kernelization we refer to the recent book
on the subject [11].

ETH. The Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) is a widely-believed
conjecture of Impagliazzo, Paturi, and Zane [23] informally stating
that 3-SAThas no algorithm subexponential in the number of vari-
ables. It is known that this conjecture implies that FPT ̸= W[1],
hence it can be also used to give conditional evidence that certain
problems are not fixed-parameter tractable. More importantly,
ETH allows us to prove quantitative results of various forms. In
particular, in this survey we mention a number of results ruling
out the possibility of solving certain edge modification problems
by subexponential parameterized algorithms.

The formal statement of ETH is the following. For q ≥ 3, let δq
e the infimum of the set of constants c for which there exists an
lgorithm solving q-SATin time O(2cn). Then ETH is that δ3 > 0.
e refer to the book of Cygan et al. [10] for more information on
TH and its applications in parameterized algorithms.

utline of the survey. The remaining part of this survey is or-
anized as follows. Section 2 reviews results about edge mod-
fication problems toward hereditary graph classes. Section 3
eals with modification problems related to connectivity, cuts
nd clustering.3 In Section 4 we list results where the aim of
he modification problem is to make the input graph satisfy
ome constraints on the degrees of the vertices. Finally, Section 5
eports on variants that do not fit strictly in the scope of the pre-
ious sections but are closely related to the questions considered
n this survey.

. Hereditary graph classes

In this section, we review results on edge modifications where
he target class of graphs is hereditary. A graph class G is hered-
itary when for any graph G ∈ G, every induced subgraph of G
also belongs to the class. Equivalently, this means that deleting
any vertex of a graph in G also yields a graph in G. Restricting
ourselves to hereditary graph classes is not a sharp limitation.
Although not all classes of graphs are hereditary, most classically
studied graph classes are. One reason for this is that heredity
is a rather natural property to require from a graph class as
soon as belonging to the class is meant to be a characteristic
of simplicity for a graph. In this case, it is natural to ask that
a subpart of a simple object is also simple. To illustrate how
ubiquitous hereditary graphs classes are, we can count forests, bi-
partite, planar, distance-hereditary, chordal and interval, perfect,
comparability, permutation, cluster, cographs, trivially perfect,
split, threshold, chain graphs, graphs of bounded treewidth, and
graphs of bounded degree, to mention just some of them. Delete
a vertex in a graph from any of these classes, and the resulting
graph remains in that class. The classical surveys about graph
classes are the books of Golumbic [24] and Brandstädt, Le, and
Spinrad [25].

There are also a few notable examples of classes of graphs
that are not hereditary, for instance the class of regular graphs,
connected graphs, or more generally the class of graphs with
at most a certain number of connected components, as well as
graphs with some certain specified connectivity or degree con-
straints, and sparseness and density requirements. These classes
are treated in Sections 3 and 4.

3 Note that the clustering approaches that consist in modifying the input
raph into some hereditary graph class, such as cluster graphs for example, are
reated in Section 2.1.
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Let H = {H1,H2,H3, . . .} be a (possibly infinite) set of graphs,
we say that a graph G is H-free if for every graph H ∈ H,
H is not an induced subgraph of G. The class of graphs GH
is the class of all H-free graphs. We say that GH is character-
ized by H. When H is a singleton {H}, we will simply write
H-free, and GH . It is worth to note that all classes that are
defined by forbidden induced subgraphs are hereditary, and that
conversely, all hereditary classes of graphs can be defined by
a (possibly infinite) set of forbidden induced subgraphs: those
minimal graphs (for the induced subgraph ordering) that do not
belong to the class. Therefore, the edge modification problems
considered here can be formulated as modifying the edge set of
the input graph in order to get rid of each obstacle (i.e., forbidden
induced subgraph), either by adding an edge or deleting an edge.
As in the rest of the survey, the parameter we consider is the
number k of modifications that are allowed. The complexities
of these problems span a very broad range. For example, Split
Editing is solvable in polynomial time [9] and Split Completion
is NP-complete [5], Planar edge Deletion (or simply Planar
Deletion here) is FPT [26] and Wheel-free edge Deletion is
W[2]-hard [27], P4-free Deletion admits a polynomial kernel [28]
and P5-free Deletion does not [29], Chordal Completion admits
a subexponential time algorithm [30] while Cograph Completion
does not [31,32].

This section is organized as follows. In the first two sub-
sections, we discuss results on FPT algorithms and polynomial
kernels for hereditary graph classes that are characterized by
a finite number of forbidden induced subgraphs (Section 2.1)
and for those characterized by an infinite number of forbidden
induced subgraphs (Section 2.2). The reason for this distinction
is the existence of a general result [33] that guarantees the
existence of an FPT algorithm for any edge modification problem
where the target class is characterized by a finite number of for-
bidden subgraphs. Therefore, for these classes most of the efforts
focused on the existence of polynomial kernels. All the results on
subexponential parameterized algorithms, both for finitely and
non-finitely characterizable classes are listed in Section 2.3. Fi-
nally, Section 2.4 lists some results that deal with restricted input
graphs or with target classes that are non-hereditary variants of
some hereditary classes.

For more on polynomial kernels with respect to the afore-
mentioned graph classes, one may consult the survey on the
kernelization complexity by Liu, Wang, and Guo [34] and the
master thesis of Cai [29].

2.1. Classes characterized by a finite number of minimal forbidden
subgraphs

Several well known graph classes can be characterized by a
finite set of forbidden induced subgraphs. This includes cluster,
split, threshold, chain, trivially perfect, cographs, triangle-free,
claw-free, line graphs, and many more. As mentioned above,
there is a general result by Cai [33] that had a strong impact
on the study of parameterized complexity of edge modification
problems into classes of graphs defined by a finite family of
forbidden subgraphs. This algorithmic result can be stated for
the generic G (k1, k2, k3)-Editing problem, which is defined as
follows.

Input: G = (V , E), k1, k2, k3
Task: Are there sets V− ⊆ V of size at most k1, E− ⊆ E

of size at most k2, and E+ ⊆ [V ]
2 of size at most

k3, such that G − V− − E− + E+ is a graph in G?

G (k1, k2, k3)-Editing
4

Fig. 1. The graph HKW .

Theorem 2.1 (Cai’s Theorem [33]). Let G be a graph class char-
acterized by a finite set of forbidden induced subgraphs. Then G
(k1, k2, k3)-Editing is solvable in O(c1knc2 ) time, where k = k1 +

2 + k3 and c1 and c2 depend only on the finite characterization
f G.

In particular, for the problems we are interested in here, this
eans that completion (k1 = 0 and k2 = 0), deletion (k1 = 0

and k3 = 0) and editing (k1 = 0 and try all couples k2, k3 such
that k2 + k3 ≤ ℓ) are all FPT parameterized by the number of
modifications allowed (k3 in the completion problem, k2 in the
deletion problem, and ℓ in the editing problem). This completely
settles the parameterized complexity for many problems (see
above for a list of some finitely characterizable graph classes) and
has two immediate consequences for the domain:

1. Since the FPT status for modification into finitely character-
izable classes is settled, for the hereditary graph classes we
are only interested in graphs with infinite characterization
(see Section 2.2).

2. For classes defined by a finite set of forbidden subgraphs,
from the perspective of parameterized complexity the ques-
tions of interest are

(a) Improving the (exponential) dependence of the run-
ning time in Theorem 2.1 on the parameter k. Such
improvements can in some cases lead to subexpo-
nential parameterized running times, see Section 2.3;

(b) Exploring the possibility of polynomial kernelization
(we focus on these results in this section).

Interestingly, the general result of Cai about the existence
of FPT algorithms extends to kernelization for vertex deletion
problems. Indeed, in these settings, the task is to hit all the
copies of these forbidden subgraphs (so-called obstacles) that are
originally contained in the graph. Hence, one can construct a
simple reduction to the d-Hitting Set problem for a constant d
depending on G, and use the classic O(kd) kernel for the latter
that is based on the sunflower lemma [18,35]. Unfortunately, for
edge modification problems, this approach fails utterly: every
edge addition and deletion can create new obstacles, and thus
it is not sufficient to hit only the original ones. For this reason,
kernelization of edge modification problems have received a good
deal of attention even for finitely characterizable classes.

From 2007, Guo [53] and Gramm et al. [54] provided kernels
for several graph modification problems towards graph classes
characterized by a finite set of forbidden induced subgraphs, in-
cluding cluster, split, threshold, chain, and trivially perfect graphs.
Several other positive results followed, which led Fellows et al. to
ask whether all H-free modification problems for finite H admit
polynomial, and even linear kernels [55].

This was refuted by Kratsch and Wahlström [56] using the
framework of Bodlaender et al. [22], who showed that for a
certain graph on seven vertices, namely HKW (depicted on Fig. 1),
none of the problems HKW-free Deletion nor HKW-free edge
Editing, admit polynomial kernels unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
(NP ⊆ coNP/poly implies that PH is contained in Σp

3 . We refer
to the textbook on parameterized algorithms [10] for further
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Table 1
Kernelization complexity of edge modification problems into hereditary graph classes characterized by a finite
number of forbidden induced subgraphs. NOKER means that the problem does not have a polynomial kernel unless
NP ⊆ coNP/poly. OPEN means that the complexity is open, while ‘‘—’’ means that the problem is probably open but
most likely nobody looked at this question. P means the problem is solvable in polynomial time. A dagger next to
the name of the class marks self-complementary classes, for which any result for one of the completion problem
or deletion problem automatically gives the same result for the other problem.
Graph class Polynomial kernel

Completion Deletion Editing

line OPEN OPEN OPEN

s-plex cluster — — s2k [36]

chain ({K3, 2K2, C5}) as deletion k2 [37,38] k2 [38]

starforest ({K3, C4, P4}) P 4k [39] as deletion

threshold† ({2K2, C4, P4}) k2 [38] k2 [38] k2 [38]

split† ({2K2, C4, C5}) k [39],
5k1.5 [40]

k [39],
5k1.5 [40]

P [9]

clique + IS ({P3, 2K2}) P k/ log k [39] 2k [folkl.]

trivially perfect ({C4, P4}) k2 [39,40] k3 [41] k3 [41]

{claw, diamond} OPEN kO(1) [42] OPEN

pseudosplit† ({2K2, C4}) 5k1.5 [40] 5k1.5 [40] P [9,43]

cluster ({P3}) P 2k [40] 2k [44,45]

{K3} P 6k [46] as deletion

cograph† ({P4}) k3 [28] k3 [28] k3 [28]

{paw} k [47] k3 [48] k6 [48]

{diamond} P k3 [49,50] k8 [50]

{claw} OPEN OPEN OPEN

{K4} P k3 [51] as deletion

{Pℓ}, ℓ > 4 NOKER [52] NOKER [29] NOKER [52]

{Cℓ}, ℓ > 3 NOKER [52] NOKER [52] NOKER [52]
f
a
a
a

n
H
I

c
n

(
p
2
e
b
D
a
f
k
k

C
t

discussions.) This shows that the subtle differences between edge
modification and vertex deletion problems have tremendous im-
pact on the kernelization complexity. They conclude by asking
whether there is a ‘‘simple’’ graph, like a path or a cycle, for
which an edge modification problem does not admit a polynomial
kernel under similar assumptions. This question was answered by
Guillemot et al. [28] who showed that both for the class of Pℓ-free
graphs (for ℓ ≥ 7) and for the class of Cℓ-free graphs (for ℓ ≥ 4),
he edge deletion problems do not have polynomial kernelization
lgorithms, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. They simultaneously gave
cubic kernel for the Cograph Editing problem, the problem
f editing to a graph without induced paths on four vertices,
howing that there is a fundamental difference between P4-free
nd P7-free graphs when it comes to modification problems.
This led to further developments on polynomial kerneliza-

ion for classes characterized by excluding one single graph H .
he most prominent result in this direction is the one by Cai
nd Cai [52] who attempted to obtain a complete dichotomy
f the kernelization complexity of edge modification problems
or classes of H-free graphs, for every graph H . The project has
een very successful—the question is settled for all 3-connected
raphs, all paths and cycles, as well as all but a finite number of
rees. They show that when H is 3-connected, H-free Deletion
nd Editing admit no polynomial kernel if and only if H is not
omplete; and H-free Completion admits no polynomial kernel
f and only if H misses at least two edges. More precisely, the
esults of Cai and Cai are summarized in the following theorem.

heorem 2.2 ([52]). Let G be a hereditary class of graphs charac-
erized by a single forbidden induced subgraph H. Then assuming
P ̸⊆ coNP/poly,

• when H is 3-connected, G-Edge Deletion and G-Edge Editing
admit polynomial kernels if and only if H is a complete graph.
G-Edge Completion admits a polynomial kernel if and only if
H is complete or K −e, a complete graph minus one edge, and
n

5

• when H is a fixed path or cycle, G-Edge Deletion, G-Edge
Editing, and G-Edge Completion admit polynomial kernels if
and only if H has at most 4 edges.

Moreover, Cai and Cai proved that if G is characterized by a
inite family of forbidden subgraphs F , then G-Edge Deletion
dmits no polynomial kernel if all graphs in F are 3-connected
nd there is a graph H ∈ F with fewest edges such that one can
dd an edge to H to obtain a graph not in F .
As a consequence of Theorem 2.2, the existence of a poly-

omial kernel for any of H-free Editing, H-free Deletion, or
-free Completion problem is in fact a very rare phenomenon.
t essentially happens only for very specific graphs H .

Beside this, one can see in Table 1 that the question of whether
ertain edge modification problems into H-free graphs admit ker-
els has been answered for all graphs on three vertices (K3 and P3)

and for almost all graphs on four vertices. The only case remain-
ing is the claw (K1,3), which is unsolved for completion, deletion,
and editing. For C4-free graphs, Guillemot et al. [28] showed that
none of the three modification problems admit a kernel. On the
positive side, they show the existence of a cubic kernel for each of
the three modification problems into the class of P4-free graphs
cographs). For the class of cographs, there was also some effort
ut into obtaining the best possible FPT algorithm resulting in
.56k complexity for completion and deletion [57] and 4.61k for
diting [58]. The case of diamond-free graphs also drew quite a
it of attention. Fellows et al. [59] designed a k4 vertex kernel for
iamond-free Deletion, which was improved to k3 by Sandeep
nd Sivadasan [49]. Cao et al. [50] also provided a k3 vertex kernel
or the deletion problem, following a different approach, and a k8
ernel for Diamond-free Editing. Tsur [51] gave a kt−1 vertex
ernel for the Kt-free deletion problem.
The question about the existence of a polynomial kernel for

law-free Deletion highlights how little help a finite charac-
eristic provides. Cygan et al. [42] using modulator techniques
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obtaining a specific vertex deletion modulator X) similar to that
sed for showing kernels for modification to trivially perfect
raphs, threshold, and chain graphs [32,38] showed that deletion
o a subclass of claw-free graphs, Claw-Diamond-free Deletion,
dmits a polynomial kernel, pinpointing the really hard cases that
re left to solve in order to obtain a polynomial kernel for Claw-

free Deletion. On the negative side, Cai showed that S11-free
Deletion does not have a kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly [29].
Here, S11 is the star on 11 vertices, while the claw is the star
on 4 vertices. Moreover, since forbidding induced S3 = P3 is
the characterization for cluster graphs, S3-free Deletion admits
polynomial kernel, and thus there is a gap in our knowledge for
he St-free Deletion problems with 4 ≤ t ≤ 10.

pen problem 2.1 ([42,52,60]). Does Claw-free Deletion admit a
olynomial kernel?

By the well-known characterization of line graphs by Beineke
61], a graph is a line graph if and only if it does not contain one
f nine graphs as an induced subgraph. One of these graphs is a
law.

pen problem 2.2 ([60]). Does Line Graph Deletion admit a
olynomial kernel?

Similar questions are open for Line Graph Completion and
ine Graph Editing.
There has also been some attempt to generalize the approach

f Cai and Cai [52] to families of hereditary graphs characterized
y not only a single obstruction but a finite number of them.
his gave the very nice result contained in the work of Aravind,
andeep, and Sivadasan [62], but which is valid only for restricted
nput graphs: if the input graphs have bounded degree and if the
raphs in F are connected, then the F-free Deletion problem
dmits a polynomial kernel.
Among the classes of graphs listed in Table 1, one received

particular attention: cluster graphs (see the survey by Böcker
nd Baumbach [63] for more on the topic). The reason is that
luster graph modification problems, more precisely deletion and
diting, are closely related to the question of community de-
ection, which is central in the domain of complex networks. It
s striking to see that despite the simplicity of the structure of
luster graphs (they are disjoint union of cliques), both the editing
nd deletion problems remain NP-complete. Completion is triv-
ally polynomial: simply turn each connected component into a
lique. From a kernelization perspective, Gramm et al. [64] first
howed the existence of a k3 kernel both for Cluster Deletion
nd Cluster Editing. The editing kernel was improved to linear
ize, namely 6k, by Fellows et al. [55] and there were several
orks putting efforts to further reduce the size of the kernel to 4k,
y Guo [65], and then to 2k by Chen and Meng [44] and by Cao
nd Chen [45] independently. The same efforts were put in trying
o obtain the best possible complexity for FPT algorithms solving
hese modification problems. Gramm et al. [64] first obtained
2.27k complexity for editing and 1.77k for deletion, which was

mproved by Böcker and Damaschke [66] to 1.76k and 1.41k,
espectively. The editing version was again improved by Böcker
o O(1.62k

+m+n) [67], where ∼1.62 is the golden ratio arising
rom a branching vector τ = (2, 1).

Van Bevern, Froese, and Komusiewicz [68] looked at parame-
erized algorithms and kernelization for graph modification prob-
ems above packing guarantee. For example, if an input graph G
ontains ℓ modification-disjoint induced P3s (no pair of these P3s
hare an edge or non-edge), then in order to be transformed into
cluster, graph G requires at least ℓ edits. Then a perhaps more

‘honest’’ question is whether ℓ+ k edits will suffice. For Cluster
diting, Li, Pilipczuk, and Sorge [69] show that the problem is
P-complete for ℓ = 0.
6

pen problem 2.3 ([68]). Is Cograph Editing (editing to a P4-free
raph) with ℓ + k edits, where ℓ is the number of vertex disjoint
nduced P4s in the input graph, FPT parameterized by k?

Many variants of the problem of cluster editing have been
onsidered in the literature. They are not listed in Table 1 and we
eport them below. Guo et al. generalized the Cluster Editing
roblem to a problem called s-Plex Editing [36]. An s-plex is one
ay of generalizing the notion of a clique. A set S is an s-plex

n a graph G if every vertex v ∈ S has degree at least |S| − s
n G[S]. Hence, a clique is a 1-plex. A graph G is then an s-plex
luster if every connected component is an s-plex. They show
hat the s-plex cluster graphs are characterizable by a finite set
f forbidden induced subgraphs and they give an O(s2k) vertex
ernel for the problem as well as two FPT algorithms, one running
n time O

(
(2s + ⌊

√
s⌋)k · s · (n + m)

)
and one running in time(

(2s + ⌊
√
s⌋)k + n4

)
. It is worth noting that the number of

bstructions of these classes depends exponentially on s, but each
of the obstructions is of size O(s).

Fellows et al. [59] studied another relaxed version of the clus-
ter editing problem, where a vertex (s-vertex-overlap) or an edge
(s-edge-overlap) is allowed to participate in at most s clusters,
where s is part of the input. All the corresponding modification
problems are shown to be NP-hard when s ≥ 1 (s ≥ 2 in the
case of completion), W[1]-hard when parameterized by k and FPT
parameterized by (s, k). They also gave anO(k4) kernel for 1-Edge-
Overlap Deletion (which is exactly Diamond-free Deletion) and
an O(k3) kernel for 2-Vertex-Overlap Deletion. Other results
about different approaches to clustering problems are given in
Section 3.

Xia and Zhang [70] studied the problems s-cycle Transversal
and ≤s-cycle Transversal. In these problems, the task is to find
a set of edges S ⊆ E(G) of a given graph G of size at most some
given budget k, such that every (not necessarily induced) cycle
of length (at most) s in G has an edge in S. For s = 3 these
problems become Triangle-Free Deletion, which is known to
admit a linear kernel [46]. Xia and Zhang show that ≤s-cycle
ransversal is NP-complete, even on planar graphs of maximum

degree seven, for any s ≥ 3. They give a 6k2 vertex kernel for
both 4-cycle Transversal and ≤4-cycle Transversal, implying
that the {C3, C4}-free Deletion problem admits a 6k2 kernel. The
roblems were already known to admit O(ks−1) vertex kernels by
reduction to Hitting Set [35,70].
Due to the structure of the two classes, the modification prob-

ems into threshold graphs and chain graphs are closely related.
uo [53] gave a cubic vertex kernel for Threshold Completion
nd Threshold Deletion (the class is self-complementary) and
essy and Perez [37] gave a quadratic kernel for Chain Deletion.
The characterizations of all these graph classes in the form of
orbidden subgraphs is given in Table 1.) Until recently, it was
nknown whether Threshold Editing and Chain Editing were
P-hard or not. This was shown by Drange et al. [38], who
btained quadratic kernels for all three modification problems
owards threshold graphs and chain graphs. Furthermore, Chain
eletion was shown to be solvable in 2.57knO(1) time by Liu
t al. [71]. For split graphs completion and deletion (graphs
xcluding {2K2, C4, C5}), Guo [53] initially gave a k4 kernel which
as later improved to k2 [72].
In the same article, Guo [53] also provided a k3 kernel for Triv-

ally Perfect Completion (trivially perfect graphs are also known
s quasi-threshold graphs) and polynomial k7 kernels have been
btained for the deletion and editing versions of the problem by
range and Pilipczuk [32]. Later, Dumas, Perez, and Todinca [41]
mproved the k7 kernels to k3 for all three problems, and simul-
aneously, Bathie et al. [39] and Cao and Ke [40] showed that
rivially Perfect Completion admits a quadratic kernel (Cao and
e give an explicit 3k2 vertex kernel).
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Nastos and Gao [57] designed a 2.45knO(1) time4 FPT algo-
ithm for Trivially Perfect Deletion which was later improved
o 2.42knO(1) by Liu et al. [71].

.2. Classes characterized by an infinite number of minimal forbid-
en subgraphs

Although many studied graph classes are finitely characteriz-
ble, there are important examples that are outside this regime,
uch as chordal graphs (defined as graphs with no induced cy-
le of length at least four) or interval graphs (chordal graphs
ithout asteroidal triples) for example. Therefore, Cai’s theorem
oes not directly cover modification problems into chordal or
nterval graphs. However, consider the problem Chordal Com-
letion, which constituted a seminal case study for parameter-
zed complexity of edge modification problems. Given an input
nstance (G, k) of Chordal Completion, we may observe that if G
as an induced cycle of length more than k+3, then (G, k) is a no-
nstance [33]. Therefore, even though chordal graphs do not have
finite characterization, the set of obstacles can be bounded by
function of k: (G, k) is a yes-instance of Chordal Completion

if and only if (G, k) is a yes-instance of H-free Completion for
H = {C4, C5, . . . , Ck+4} and the H-free graph output is chordal
see Table 5).

Thanks to this fundamental property, Kaplan, Shamir, and
arjan [74] showed as early as 1994 that Chordal Completion
usually called Minimum Fill-In) can be solved in 16k

·nO(1) time
nd admits a polynomial kernel with O(k3) vertices. In 1996, Cai
mproved their result on Chordal Completion by giving an FPT
lgorithm for the problem running in time O(4k

·(n+m)) [33] and
n 2000, the analysis of the kernelization algorithm of [74] was
mproved by Natanzon, Shamir, and Sharan [75] to show that it
ctually produces a kernel of size O(k2). For deletion and editing,
o polynomial kernel is known.

pen problem 2.4. Do Chordal Deletion and Chordal Editing
dmit polynomial kernels?

The related problem of deleting at most k vertices to obtain
chordal graph admits a polynomial kernel [76,77]. A general
ersion of Chordal Editing was shown to be FPT by Cao and
arx [78]. In fact, they showed that G (k1, k2, k3)-Editing (see
ection 2.1 for the definition of the problem), with G being the
lass of chordal graphs, is FPT parameterized by k = k1 + k2 + k3.
hat is, vertex deletion, edge deletion,5 edge completion as well
s edge editing to chordal graphs are all FPT as a result. Then,
he result of Cao and Marx can be seen as an extension of Cai’s
heorem to graph classes without finite characterizations.

It could be interesting to see if there are natural ways of
xtending Cai’s theorem to include this result. Answering that
uestion, one needs to take into account that Wheel-free Com-
letion is W[2]-hard, so any such characterization should exclude
his class.

pen problem 2.5. Are there natural extensions of Cai’s theorem
o include also chordal graphs?

Kaplan et al. [74] also provided FPT-like algorithms for com-
letion into subclasses of chordal graphs, namely Strongly Chor-
al Completion and Proper Interval Completion, in O(64knO(1))
ime and O(16knO(1)) respectively, and they asked for a similar

4 It was Nastos and Gao who renewed the interest in the Trivially Perfect
diting problem by discovering that trivially perfect graphs can serve as a
easure for hierarchical clusters in social networks [73].
5 The existence of an FPT algorithm for Chordal Deletion had been already
stablished by Marx [79].
 t
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result for Interval Completion. This was not solved until almost
ten years later, when Villanger, Heggernes, Paul, and Telle [80]
showed that Interval Completion was indeed fixed-parameter
tractable. The complexity of the best FPT algorithm available
for the problem was later lowered to O(6knO(1)) time by Cao
[81,82]. Villanger, Heggernes, Paul, and Telle [80] asked specifi-
cally for a polynomial kernel for Interval Completion. This ques-
tion was raised again in the work of Bliznets, Fomin, Pilipczuk,
and Pilipczuk [83] and became one notoriously hard problem in
the domain, but the existence of kernels both for the subclass of
proper interval graphs and for the superclass of chordal graphs
makes the question particularly appealing.

Open problem 2.6 ([37,83]). Does Interval Completion admit a
polynomial kernel?

Open problem 2.7. Does Interval Deletion admit a polynomial
kernel?

Note that the problem of deleting at most k vertices to obtain
an interval graph admits a polynomial kernel [84]. Cao [85] gave
an algorithm of running time kO(k)O(n+m) for Interval Deletion.
The existence of single-exponential algorithm for this problem is
open.

Open problem 2.8. Could Interval Deletion be solved in time
2O(k)nO(1)?

Open problem 2.9 ([85]). Is Interval Editing fixed-parameterized
tractable?

For the subclass of proper interval graphs, the FPT running ti-
me of Kaplan, Shamir, and Tarjan [74] was improved toO(4knO(1))
by Liu et al. [86]. Bessy and Perez [37] gave a polynomial kernel
for Proper Interval Completion with O(k3) vertices and Cao
recently showed that Proper Interval Deletion is FPT, namely
solvable in O(2O(k log k)(n + m)) time [82].

Open problem 2.10 ([37]). Do Proper Interval Deletion and
Proper Interval Editing admit polynomial kernels?

We observe that the question above is actually open for most
of the subclasses of chordal graphs shown in Table 3 (except
3-leaf powers). Finding a kernel for one of these classes or proving
that there is none is a question of high interest.

Another subclass of chordal graphs that received quite a bit
of attention in the parameterized framework is the class of p-leaf
power graphs. Motivated by the problem of reconstructing evolu-
tionary history, Nishimura, Ragde, and Thilikos [87] defined p-leaf
powers as follows. Let T be a tree and LT be the leaves of T . The
p-leaf power of T is the graph G = (LT , E) where uv ∈ E if and
only if distT (u, v) ≤ p. It follows that the 1-leaf power graphs
are the independent sets and the 2-leaf power graphs are the
cluster graphs, i.e. the P3-free graphs. The editing, deletion, and
completion problems towards p-leaf power graphs are NP-hard
for every p ≥ 3.

All three modification problems into the class of 3-leaf-power
graphs, which are also chordal bull-dart-gem-free6 graphs, were
shown to be FPT by Dom et al. [88] and Bessy, Paul, and Perez [89]
later showed that these three problems also admit linear time
cubic vertex kernels. The 4-leaf power modification problems
were all shown to be fixed-parameter tractable in two articles
by Dom, Guo, Hüffner, and Niedermeier [90,91]. For 5-leaf power
graphs, there is a linear time recognition algorithm, which leaves

6 bull is K3 where two of the vertices have pendants, gem is P4 · K1 , dart is
he K − e with a pendant attached to a degree-three vertex.
4
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he obvious open question below. The question is actually open
or all p ≥ 5, but there is currently no polynomial recognition
lgorithm known for p ≥ 6.

pen problem 2.11 ([91]). Is 5-Leaf Power Editing (also known
s Closest 5-Leaf Power) FPT?

Dumas, Perez, and Todinca study modification to the graph
lass of strictly chordal graphs (also known as block duplicate
raphs), a class of chordal graphs which is sandwiched between
-leaf power graphs and 4-leaf power graphs. The class can be
efined as the chordal graphs that are dart-gem-free [92]. They
how that all three modification problems are NP-complete and
ive an k3 kernel for Strictly Chordal Completion and an k4
ernel for the two remaining problems, Strictly Chordal Editing
nd Strictly Chordal Deletion.
The class of chordal distance-hereditary graphs is the class of

chordal graphs that are also distance-hereditary, i.e., for every in-
duced subgraph G′ of G, distG(u, v) = distG′ (u, v). This class is also
eferred to as ptolemaic7 graphs [25], which are also the chordal
em-free graphs. Crespelle, Gras, and Perez [93] initiate the study
f Ptolemaic Completion and show that it is NP-complete, and
hat it admits an k4 kernel.

One important graph class for which there is no result in the
arameterized framework is the class of perfect graphs. It might
herefore seem reasonable to start working with modification to-
ards some of its subclasses as a first step in gaining insight into
odification towards perfect graphs themselves. One interesting
ubclass is the class of distance-hereditary graphs. A connected
raph G is distance-hereditary when for every two vertices v
nd u in G, and every connected induced subgraph G′ of G,

containing v and u, distG(v, u) = distG′ (v, u). The class is clearly
hereditary is also characterized by being house-, hole- (induced
cycle of length at least five), domino-, and gem-free graphs, or
so-called HHDG-free graphs [25]. For distance-hereditary graphs,
the existence of FPT algorithms for edge modification problems
follows from a result by Courcelle, Makowsky, and Rotics on
Monadic Second Order Logic (MSO) [94] since any graph class G
with bounded rank-width and for which membership is definable
in the variant of MSO without edge set quantifiers is in FPT.
evertheless, it would be interesting to improve the complexity
f FPT algorithms resulting from the general theorem mentioned
bove and the question of the existence of polynomial kernels for
he three modification problems into distance-hereditary graphs
s still open. Kim and Kwon recently showed that the vertex
eletion variant admits a polynomial kernel [95].
Another problem (or class of problems) that admits fixed-

arameter tractable algorithms as a result of general tools is
he problem of Planar Deletion. Here the task is to delete at
ost k edges to obtain a planar graph. Since the class of graphs

Planar + ke is minor-closed and thus by the fundamental re-
sult of Robertson and Seymour [96] is characterized by a fi-
nite set of forbidden minors, the minor testing algorithm by
Robertson and Seymour from the graph minors project [97] im-
plies that the problem is non-uniformly FPT. Planar Deletion
was shown by Kawarabayashi and Reed to admit a linear time
FPT algorithm [26]. Using the algorithm by Adler, Grohe, and
Kreutzer [98] combined with the minor testing algorithm by
Robertson and Seymour, we obtain uniform FPT algorithms for
H-minor free Deletion. But the existence of polynomial kernels
for these problems is open.

Open problem 2.12. Does Planar Deletion admit a polynomial
kernel?

7 The ptolemaic inequality is defined as dist(u, v) · dist(w, x) ≤ dist(u, w) ·

ist(v, x) + dist(u, x) · dist(v,w).
 i
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pen problem 2.13. Does H-minor free Deletion admit a poly-
omial kernel?

For the related problem of deleting at most k vertices to
btain an F-minor free graph, a non-uniform polynomial kernel
s known when family F contains at least one planar graph [99].

In 2004, Odd Cycle Transversal (which is Bipartite Vertex
eletion) and its edge version, called Edge Bipartization (which
s Bipartite Deletion), were shown to be solvable in time 3knO(1)

y Reed, Smith, and Vetta [100], inventing the now well-known
echnique iterative compression. Iterative compression has proven
o be a very successful technique. One challenge is to get it to
ork naturally with edge modification problems. The technique
as been extremely helpful for many vertex deletion problems,
ut few edge modification problems. In the case of Edge Bi-
artization, one reason for the success of iterative compression
s the close relation between the edge version and the vertex
ersion of the problem; there is a parameter-preserving reduc-
ion from Odd Cycle Transversal to Edge Bipartization [101].
dge Bipartization was, however, later shown to be solvable in
ime 2k

· nO(1) [102], and then in time 1.977k
· nO(1) by Pilipczuk,

ilipczuk, and Wrochna [103].
Kratsch and Wahlström [104] proved that there exists a ran-

omized compression such that Edge Bipartization as well as
he vertex version, Odd Cycle Transversal, admits a k4.5 co-RP
ernel. Here, co-RP allows false positives in the sense that if an
nstance is a no-instance, then the compressed instance is a no-
nstance with probability at least 1/2, while any yes-instance
ill be compressed to a yes-instance. Here, we may boost the
uccess probability by running the algorithm polynomially in k
any times (not polynomial in n as that would defeat the purpose
f a kernelization procedure), and the output instance will then
e the ‘‘and’’ over all the compressed instances. Nevertheless, the
uestion is still open in deterministic settings.

pen problem 2.14 ([43]). Does Edge Bipartization admit a de-
erministic polynomial kernel?

Finally, let us mention the class of linear forests, which are
he graphs whose connected components are paths. Though the
lass is pretty simple, it does not admit a finite number of for-
idden subgraphs. Feng, Zhou, and Li showed that Linear Forest
eletion admits a polynomial kernel with 9k vertices [105]. They
lso provided an O(2.29knO(1)) time randomized FPT algorithm
or solving the problem.

There are many important hereditary classes for which the
arameterized complexity of the edge modification problems is
till unknown. Among them are comparability, co-comparability
nd permutation graphs, which are subclasses of perfect graphs,
s well as circular-arc and circle graphs. Obtaining positive or
egative results for any of these classes would be of high interest.
n particular, the following questions were already asked in the
iterature.

pen problem 2.15 ([43]). Are any of Comparability Completion,
omparability Deletion, and Permutation Completion in FPT?

pen problem 2.16 ([106]). Is Proper Circular Arc Deletion in
PT?

pen problem 2.17 ([80,107]). Is Perfect Deletion in FPT?

.3. Subexponential time algorithms

As usual in algorithms, a natural, but difficult, question to ask

s about lower bounds. The case of parameterized complexity is
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ot different. Once a problem has been shown to admit a fixed-
arameter tractable algorithm, a natural next question is whether
t is possible to improve upon that algorithm. This is especially
nteresting when the algorithms have running times that are of
he order 2Ω(k2)

· nO(1), or even 2Ω(2k)
· nO(1).

As mentioned above, the modification problems for finite for-
idden induced subgraphs already have nice running times like
k
· nO(1) or even 3k

· nO(1) and 2k
· nO(1). Is it possible to obtain

aster algorithms? Can we improve from 3knO(1) to, say, 2knO(1) or
.5knO(1)? Are there reasons to suspect that we cannot get better
han 2k

· nO(1) algorithms? These questions were at the core of
hat is known as the optimality programme [108].
Simultaneously with the optimality programme and the devel-

pment of polynomial kernel theory, some problems were shown
o be solvable in subexponential parameterized time, i.e., in time
o(k)nO(1), or (1 + ϵ)knO(1) for every ϵ > 0, and there was a
trong interest in identifying parameterized problems that admit
uch subexponential parameterized algorithms. The complexity
lass of problems admitting such an algorithm is called SUBEPT
nd was defined by Flum and Grohe in their seminal work on
arameterized complexity [18]. They noticed that most natural
roblems do in fact not live in this complexity class: the classical
P-hardness reductions paired with the Exponential Time Hypoth-
sis (ETH) of Impagliazzo et al. [23] is enough to show that no
o(k)

· nO(1) algorithm exists.
As the first known subexponential parameterized algorithms

ere for problems with restricted input graphs, such as planar,
r more generally H-minor free graphs [109], Chen posed the
ollowing question [110]: are there examples of natural problems
n graphs, that do not have such a topologically constrained
nput, and also admit subexponential parameterized algorithms?

Such a problem was first found by Alon, Lokshtanov, and
aurabh [111] who designed a new algorithmic technique called
hromatic coding and used it to solve Feedback Arc Set on Tour-
aments (Fast) on tournament graphs in time 2O(

√
k log k)

·nO(1). A
ournament graph is a directed graph obtained from a complete
ndirected graph by choosing an orientation for each edge, i.e., for
very pair of vertices u and v, exactly one of uv and vu is an
rc. Then Fast is the problem of identifying at most k arcs in
he given tournament whose deletion transforms the tournament
nto an acyclic graph. An important observation for Fast is that
nstead of deleting an arc, which would make the graph no
onger a tournament, we can reverse the arc. Hence, we want to
dentify at most k arcs such that reversing these arcs yields an
cyclic tournament, i.e., a total ordering of the vertices. Fast is
lso known to admit a quadratic vertex kernel [112] which was
mproved to a linear kernel by Bessy et al. [113].

Fomin and Villanger [30] gave an algorithm for Chordal
ompletion (Minimum Fill-In) using ideas from the techniques
eveloped for minimal triangulations and treewidth computa-
ions. Numerous 2O(k)nO(1) algorithms were known [33,74,114]
or Chordal Completion, but Fomin and Villanger proved that
his problem is solvable in time O(2O(

√
k log k)

+ k2nm). The addi-
ive polynomial factor was due to first preprocessing the graph,
hereby obtaining a kernelized instance of polynomial size. The
ain tools in this algorithm were that of minimal triangulations
nd potential maximal cliques, a framework developed by Bouch-
tté and Todinca [115,116], further developed by Fomin, Kratsch,
odinca, and Villanger [117].
Following the results of Fomin and Villanger, several new

ubexponential parameterized time completion results followed.
ased on the chromatic coding technique of Alon et al. [111],
hosh et al. [72] gave an algorithm with the same running time,8

8 The best complexity known for the problem does not need the log k factor
n the exponent, see Exercise 5.17 in [10].
 a

9

2O(
√
k log k)

+ nO(1), for Split Completion, thus also giving an
algorithm for the equivalent problem of deleting to a split graph.

natural question arose again on the complexity of completing
o H-free graphs: Could this be subexponential time for all H?
for finite H? The result by Lokshtanov [27] again immediately
gives a negative result here, as his result implies that for H being
the complement of the wheels, H-free edge Completion, that is
co-wheel-free Completion, is W[2]-hard. So for general H, the
answer is indeed clearly negative. Therefore, a next question was
to look for simple H.

And while the classes of chordal and split graphs are rather
‘‘simple’’, they certainly are much more complex than the sim-
ple cluster graphs. Therefore, the problems Cluster Editing and
Cluster Deletion were natural candidates for subexponential
time algorithms. From Cai’s theorem, we immediately obtain
2knO(1) and 3knO(1) algorithms for Cluster Deletion and Clus-
ter Editing, respectively. This question was first answered in
the negative by Komusiewicz and Uhlmann studying this prob-
lem on bounded degree graphs [118], and then independently
by Fomin et al. [123]. Again somewhat surprisingly, we can-
not expect algorithms running in time 2o(k)nO(1) solving Cluster
Editing. Komusiewicz and Uhlmann gave an elegant reduction
proving that both parameterized and exact subexponential time
algorithms are not achievable, unless the exponential time hy-
pothesis fails [118]. They show that under the exponential time
hypothesis, neither Cluster Editing nor Cluster Deletion can be
solved in time 2o(k)nO(1), in time 2o(n), or in time 2o(m), even on
graphs of maximum degree six.

Following the subexponential algorithm for Chordal Comple-
tion and Split Completion, it was shown that Trivially Perfect
Completion, as well as Chain Completion, Threshold Comple-
tion, and Pseudosplit Completion all were solvable in subex-
ponential parameterized time [31]. They simultaneously give
negative results, showing that neither completing to a cograph
(and thus also deleting, since the class is self-complementary),
deleting to trivially perfect graphs, nor completing to C4-free
or 2K2-free graphs are in SUBEPT under ETH. Later, Trivially
Perfect Editing [32] and Starforest Deletion9 [119] were also
added to the list of problems that are not in SUBEPT under ETH.

Then followed two results by Bliznets et al. [83,124], that
nterval Completion and Proper Interval Completion both are
solvable in subexponential time, 2O(

√
k log k)nO(1) and 2O(k2/3 log k)

+
O(1), respectively.

pen problem 2.18 ([124,125]). Does Proper Interval Comple-
ion admit an algorithm of running time 2O(

√
k log k)nO(1)?

Drange et al. gave algorithms for Threshold Editing and
hain Editing running in time 2O(

√
k log k)

+ nO(1), thereby adding
hese problems to the line of subexponential parameterized time
olvable problems [38]. These two graph classes, threshold and
hain graphs, are the only classes known for which all three
dge modification problems are NP-complete and solvable in
ubexponential parameterized time. Drange et al. [31] showed
hat also for Trivially Perfect Completion, or {C4, P4}-free Com-
letion, as well as for Pseudosplit Completion and Threshold
ompletion, we have subexponential time algorithms.
Later a problem known as Clique Editing, or Sparse Split

diting was introduced as a model for core/periphery struc-
ures [126], and for noise reduction [121]. This problem consists
f editing a graph to a disjoint union of a clique and an inde-
endent set, or, {2K2, P3}-free edge Editing. The problem was
hown to be NP-hard independently by Damaschke and Mo-
ren [121] and Kovác, Selecéniová, and Steinová [127] and is

9 Starforest are the graphs where each connected component is a star, they
re also the triangle-free trivially perfect graphs.
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Table 2
Subexponential parameterized complexity of edge modification problems into hereditary graph classes characterized by a finite
number of forbidden induced subgraphs. We provide the best known exponential bound in terms of the parameter k and omit the
polynomial part. All problems are FPT by [33]. NOSUB means that there is no parameterized subexponential algorithm (of course up
to some complexity assumption). OPEN means that the complexity is open, while ‘‘—’’ means that the problem is probably open but
most likely nobody looked at this question. P means the problem is solvable in polynomial time. A dagger next to the name of the
class marks self-complementary classes, for which any result for one of the completion problem or deletion problem automatically
gives the same result for the other problem.
Graph class Subexponential time algorithms

Completion Deletion Editing

line OPEN OPEN OPEN

s-plex cluster — — (2s +
√
s)k [36],

NOSUB [118]

chain ({K3, 2K2, C5}) as deletion SUBEPT 2
√
k log k [31] SUBEPT 2

√
k log k

[38]

starforest ({K3, C4, P4}) P NOSUB [119] as deletion

threshold† ({2K2, C4, P4}) SUBEPT 2
√
k log k

[31],
NO 2k1/4 [120]

SUBEPT 2
√
k log k [31],

NO 2k1/4 [120]
SUBEPT 2

√
k log k

[38]

split† ({2K2, C4, C5}) SUBEPT 2O(
√
k)

[10]
SUBEPT 2O(

√
k) [10] P [9]

clique + IS ({P3, 2K2}) P SUBEPT 1.6355
√
k ln k

[121]
SUBEPT 2

√
k ln k

[121]

trivially perfect ({C4, P4}) SUBEPT 2
√
k log k

[31],
NO 2k1/4 [120]

2.42k [71],
NOSUB [31]

NOSUB [32]

{claw, diamond} OPEN NOSUB [42] —

pseudosplit† ({2K2, C4}) SUBEPT 2O(
√
k)

[10,31]
SUBEPT 2O(

√
k) [10,31] P [9,43]

cluster ({P3}) P 1.41k [66],
NOSUB [118]

1.76k [66],
NOSUB [118]

{K3} P NOSUB [122] as deletion

cograph† ({P4}) 2.56k [57],
NOSUB [31,32]

2.56k [57],
NOSUB [31,32]

4.61k [58],
NOSUB [32]

{paw} NOSUB [122] NOSUB [122] NOSUB [122]

{diamond} P NOSUB [49,122] NOSUB [122]

{claw} NOSUB [122] NOSUB [122] NOSUB [122]

{K4} P NOSUB [122] as deletion

{Pℓ}, ℓ > 4 NOSUB [122] NOSUB [122] NOSUB [122]

{Cℓ}, ℓ > 3 NOSUB [122] NOSUB [122] NOSUB [122]
k
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p
s
l
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E
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I
C
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solvable in subexponential time. Indeed, a polynomial kernel
is quite trivial after a twin reduction rule, and then the re-
sult follows from guessing a vertex in the clique and a (small)
number of other vertices with which its adjacency relationships
have to be changed. Damaschke and Mogren showed that sev-
eral similar problems are solvable in subexponential parameter-
ized time and they showed that Clique Deletion is solvable in
time O(1.6355

√
k ln knO(1)) [121].

Using the H-Bag Editing problem from Damaschke and Mo-
gren [121], Meesum, Misra, and Saurabh [128] showed that the
r-Rank Reduction Editing problem is solvable in time 2O(

√
k log k)

·
O(1). In this problem, we are asked to edit the input graph G to
graph G′ by modifying at most k edges so that rank(AG′ ), the

ank of the adjacency matrix of G′ is at most r . A similar result is
hown by Meesum and Saurabh [129] for the directed case.
There are still some graph classes for which the question of

hether the edge modification problems admit a subexponential
lgorithm is not entirely settled. In particular, the case of triangle
ree graphs and 3-leaf powers is appealing since there exist some
olynomial kernels for these problems.

pen problem 2.19. Do the following problems admit subexpo-
ential parameterized algorithms: Triangle-free Deletion, Linear
orest Deletion, Planar Deletion, and 3-Leaf Powers Comple-
ion?
 a

10
As for the lower computational bounds, many problems are
nown not to be solvable in time 2o(k)nO(1), that is they do not ad-
it subexponential parameterized algorithms, under some com-
lexity hypothesis such as P ̸= NP or ETH or NP ̸⊆ coNP/poly,
ee Tables 2 and 4. For many problems the question of obtaining
ower bounds on the subexponential complexity is open.

Fomin and Villanger [30] noted that, unless ETH fails, Chordal
ompletion cannot be solved in time 2o(k1/6)nO(1). Later, Bliznets
t al. [120] showed that this can be tightened quite a bit: unless
TH fails, there is a positive natural number c > 1 such that
hordal Completion cannot be solved in time 2O(k1/4/ logc k)nO(1),
nd the same lower bound holds for Interval Completion, Proper
nterval Completion, Trivially Perfect Completion, Threshold
ompletion (and so Threshold Deletion since the class is self-
omplementary). This, however, still leaves a gap for almost all
he problems between k1/2 and k1/4 in the exponent. Is the correct
unning times for these problems closer to 2O(k1/4/ logc k)nO(1), to
O(k1/2)

+ nO(1) or to 2O(
√
k log k)

+ nO(1)? For chordal graphs, we
now that the exponent 1/2 of k is optimal as it was shown by
ao and Sandeep [130] (again up to ETH). Therefore, the only
pen question is on the optimality of the 2O(k1/2 log k). For Proper
nterval Completion the gap on the exponent of k is larger
han for the other problems cited above since we only know an
lgorithm running in time kO(k2/3)

+ nO(1) [124].
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Table 3
Kernelization complexity of edge modification problems into hereditary graph classes whose number of minimal
forbidden induced subgraph is infinite. OPEN means that the complexity is open. P means that the problem is
solvable in polynomial time.
Graph class Polynomial kernel

Completion Deletion Editing

linear forest P 9k [105] as deletion
distance-hereditary OPEN OPEN OPEN
planar P OPEN as deletion
H-minor free P OPEN as deletion
bipartite P k3 [104]a as deletion
3-leaf power k3 [89] k3 [89] k3 [89]
4-leaf power OPEN OPEN OPEN
proper interval k3 [37] OPEN OPEN
interval OPEN OPEN OPEN
strongly chordal OPEN OPEN OPEN
chordal k2 [75] OPEN OPEN

aThe kernel for deleting to bipartite graphs, Edge Bipartization, is a co-RP kernel, and the size is the number of
bits in the representation up to a polylogarithmic factor.
Table 4
Subexponential parameterized complexity of edge modification problems into hereditary graph classes whose
number of minimal forbidden induced subgraphs is infinite. NOSUB means that there is no parameterized
subexponential algorithm (of course up to some complexity assumption). OPEN means that the complexity is open,
while ‘‘—’’ means that the problem is probably open but most likely has not been studied. P means that the problem
is solvable in polynomial time.
Graph class Subexponential parameterized complexity

Completion Deletion Editing

linear forest P NOSUBa as deletion

distance-hereditary — NOSUBa NOSUBa

planar P OPEN as deletion

H-minor free P OPEN as deletion

bipartite P NOSUBa as deletion

3-leaf power OPEN NOSUBa NOSUBa

4-leaf power — — —

proper interval SUBEPT
2O(k2/3) log k

[124]
NO 2k1/4 [120]

OPEN OPEN

interval SUBEPT,
2

√
k log k [83]

NO 2k1/4 [120]

OPEN OPEN

strongly chordal OPEN OPEN OPEN

chordal SUBEPT 2
√
k log k

[30] NO 2
√
k

[130]

OPEN OPEN

aFor Linear Forest Deletion the subexponential lower bound follows from reduction from Hamiltonicity. For Edge
Bipartization the result is folklore. For 3-Leaf Deletion and Editing, the lower bound follows from the lower bounds
for clustering. For Distance-Hereditary Deletion and Editing, the lower bounds follow from the lower bounds on
Cograph Deletion and Editing.
Table 5
Parameterized complexity of edge modification problems into hereditary graph classes whose number of minimal
forbidden induced subgraph is infinite. OPEN means that the complexity is open. P means that the problem is
solvable in polynomial time.
Graph class Parameterized complexity (best known)

Completion Deletion Editing

linear forest P 2.29k [105]a as deletion
distance-hereditary FPT [94] FPT [94] FPT [94]
planar P FPT [26,97] as deletion
H-minor free P FPT [97] as deletion
bipartite P 1.977k [103] as deletion
3-leaf power FPT [88] FPT [88] FPT [88]
4-leaf power FPT [90,91] FPT [90,91] FPT [90,91]
proper interval 2O(k2/3) log k [124] FPT [131] FPT [131]
interval 2

√
k log k [83] 2O(k) log k [82] OPEN

strongly chordal 64k [74] OPEN OPEN
chordal 2

√
k log k [30] 2O(k log k) [78] 2O(k log k) [78]

aFor Linear Forest the FPT algorithm is randomized.
11
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There were also some attempts to obtain general results about
he (non-)existence of subexponential parameterized algorithms
or edge modification problems into H-free graph classes [122].
hese are results of impossibility: when H has at least two edges
resp. non-edges), H-free edge deletion (resp. completion) is NP-
omplete and not in SUBEPT; when H has at least three ver-
ices, H-free edge editing is NP-complete and not in SUBEPT.

heorem 2.3 ([122]). Let G be a hereditary class of graphs charac-
erized by graph H. Then unless ETH fails,

• If H has fewer than two edges, then G-Edge Deletion is
solvable in polynomial time. Otherwise, the problem cannot be
solved in time 2o(k)

· nO(1) unless ETH fails.
• If H has fewer than two non-edges, then G-Edge Completion

is solvable in polynomial time. Otherwise, the problem cannot
be solved in time 2o(k)

· nO(1) unless ETH fails.
• If H has fewer than three vertices, then G-Edge Editing is

solvable in polynomial time. Otherwise, the problem cannot be
solved in time 2o(k)

· nO(1) unless ETH fails.

Even more recently, such kind of results where extended to
the question of the existence of approximation algorithms [132]:
when H is 3-connected and has at least two non-edges, then
there does not exist any poly(OPT)-approximation algorithm run-
ning in parameterized subexponential time (in OPT), unless ETH
fails, for H-free edge deletion as well as H-free edge completion.
Moreover, the same holds for H being a cycle on at least 4
vertices or a path on at least 5 vertices. With previous results,
this solves all cases of paths and cycles except the cograph edge
deletion problem, for which [132] suggests the existence of a
parameterized subexponential approximation algorithm, because
of the existence of a kernel to the problem [28].

Among the most interesting open questions in the topic of
subexponential parameterized algorithms is to explain why some
problems admit such algorithms, which we saw is an exceptional
case. In particular, one can ask whether the existence of a polyno-
mial kernel is a prerequisite for an H-free Modification problem
to admit a subexponential time algorithm. Actually, there are
examples of problems that admit subexponential time algorithms
and that do not have polynomial kernels under the assumption
of NP ̸⊆ coNP/poly, but these problems are not of the H-free
Modification type. Indeed, it is easy to come up with problems
that trivially or-cross-composes, like the or-Minimum Fill-In
which asks whether a graph has a connected component that
can be completed to a chordal graph. This problem cannot have
a polynomial kernel under NP ̸⊆ coNP/poly, but does admit
a subexponential time algorithm, simply by running the algo-
rithm by Fomin and Villanger [30] for each connected component.
However, the or-Minimum Fill-In problem is not of the H-free
Modification type and it turns out that for all such problems
that we know to admit a subexponential time algorithm, we also
have polynomial kernels—with the possible exception of Interval
Completion for which existence of a polynomial kernel remains
open.

Open problem 2.20. Does there exist an H for which H-free
Completion or H-free Editing is solvable in time 2o(k)nO(1) but
does not admit a polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly?

Finally, another important question to address is about the
tools used to show lower bounds. Many results are established
on complexity hypotheses that are not as reliable as the assump-
tion that P ̸= NP, such as, for example, the assumption that
NP ̸⊆ coNP/poly. It would be highly desirable to develop the
necessary techniques to find more of these results on the sole

hypothesis that P ̸= NP. Some exist already, for example, Chen,

12
Flum, and Müller [133] showed that a rather artificial problem,
Rooted Path, the problem of finding a simple path of length k in
a graph that starts from a prespecified root vertex, parameterized
by k has no strict polynomial kernel unless P = NP. In this
case, strict polynomial kernel is a polynomial kernel that does not
increase the parameter value k. Building on the aforementioned
work, Fernau et al. [134] showed that several other problems
do not admit polynomial kernels under the same assumption.
Their result include (but is not limited to) Multicolored Path
parameterized by the length of the path, Clique and Biclique
parameterized by maximum degree ∆, as well as treewidth tw,
olorful Graph Motif, and several problems relating to short
TM computation. We refer the reader to the article for the full
ist of problems.

pen problem 2.21. Which lower bounds for edge modification
roblems, and graph modification in general, can be shown assuming
nly P ̸= NP?

.4. Related results

In some cases, the input graph is naturally a bipartite graph.
he Chain Completion problem is the problem of making a bipar-
ite graph a bipartite chain graph, that is, a bipartite graph with
o induced 2K2. The problem was first shown to admit a poly-
omial kernel by Guo [53] when the bipartition is fixed. Fomin
nd Villanger showed that this version of the problem admits
subexponential time algorithm [30] and Bliznets et al. [120]

howed that it cannot be solved in time O(2k1/4 ) unless ETH
ails. Drange et al. [38] relaxed the input requirements, showing
hat the problem still admits a quadratic kernel even when the
ipartition is not fixed.
In the Minimum Flip Consensus Tree problem, we are asked

o turn an input bipartite graph into a bipartite graph with
ame partition that contains no P5 starting from any top vertex,
alled a consensus tree. This kind of graph, a consensus tree,
rises in computational phylogenetics, with the bottom vertices
eing characters and the top vertices being the taxa. The prob-
em is solvable in time cknO(1) by Cai’s theorem. Chen [135]
roved that it is NP-complete and gave an O(6kn2) FPT algo-
ithm, which was later improved to O(4.42kn) by Böcker, Bui,
nd Truß [136]. Finally, Komusiewicz and Uhlmann [137] gave
O(3.68kn3) algorithm and a O(k3) kernel for Minimum Flip
onsensus Tree.
Several variants of cluster editing were introduced for the

pecial case of bipartite graphs. The main one, called Bicluster
diting, aims at obtaining a union of complete bipartite graphs.
t admits a 4k linear kernel [138] and an FPT algorithm running
n O(2.636k

+ nO(1)) [139]. Drange et al. [119] considered the
xtension of p-Cluster Editing to Bicluster Editing and the
ore general t-Partite Cluster Editing, yielding the problems p-
icluster Editing and t-Partite p-Cluster Editing. None of the
lassical parameterized versions are solvable in subexponential
ime, but fixing the number p of connected components in the
olution, the problems become solvable in subexponential time.
n [119], it is shown that a problem called p-Starforest Editing
s solvable in time O(23

√
pk

+ m + n), whereas an algorithm of
running time 2O(p

√
k log(pk))

+ O(m + n) is given for p-Bicluster
Editing, as well as t-Partite p-Cluster Editing.

Let us also mention that for planar input graphs, Xia and
Zhang [70] gave a linear kernel for 5-cycle Transversal and
≤5-cycle Transversal, thereby showing that {C3, C4, C5}-free
Deletion, or Girth-6 Deletion admits a linear kernel on planar
graphs. A problem in the area of graph drawing relating to both
bipartite graphs and planar graphs is studied by Fernau [140].
A 2-layer drawing of a bipartite graph is a drawing where the
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ertices in one side are positioned on a line in the plane, which is
arallel to another line containing the vertices in the other side,
nd the edges are drawn as straight line-segments. A biplanar
raph is then a bipartite graph that admits a 2-layer drawing
ith no edge crossings. The two problems studied by Fernau are
-Layer Planarization: whether k edges can be deleted from

a given graph G so that the remaining graph is biplanar, and
1-Layer Planarization: whether k edges can be deleted from a
given graph G so that the remaining graph is biplanar when the
ordering of the first side is fixed. The problems can be solved in
time O(k2 ·5.1926k

+n) and O(k3 ·2.5616k
+n2), respectively, and

the latter admits a cubic kernel [140]. Fernau et al. [141] showed
that a related problem, p-One-Sided Crossing Minimization ad-
its a subexponential time algorithm, which was later improved

o O(k2
√
k
+ n) by Kobayashi and Tamaki [142].

Open problem 2.22. Do 1-Layer Planarization and 2-Layer
lanarization admit subexponential time algorithms?

We refer to the review on crossing minimization by Zehavi
143] for recent results in this area.

A non-hereditary variant of Edge Bipartization is edge dele-
ion toward Kőnig graphs. A graph is a Kőnig graph if its vertex
over number is equal to the size of its maximum matching. This
lass contains all bipartite graphs, but not every Kőnig graph
s bipartite; for example, a triangle with a pendant is Kőnig.
he problem Kőnig Deletion, whose vertex deletion version was
nown to be FPT [144], was asked in the open problem set of
he FPT school of 2014 [145] and was shown to be W[1]-hard by
ajumdar et al. [146].
To alleviate the hardness, Majumdar et al. introduce a varia-

ion where, given a graph G with a maximum matching M , we
nstead are given the task of making G into a Kőnig graph by
eleting edges that are not in M . The problem Kőnig Deletion
isjoint from Matching is reducible to Almost 2-Sat and thus
dmits a kernel (ibid.).
They conclude by raising the following question: A graph is

table if its maximum matching has size equal to the maximum
ractional matching.10 Vertex deletion to stable graphs is solv-
ble in polynomial time whereas the edge deletion version is
P-complete [147].

pen problem 2.23 ([146]). Is Stable Deletion, the problem of
eleting at most k edges to obtain a stable graph, in FPT?

. Connectivity, cuts, and clustering

In this section we consider problems around edge cuts and
onnectivity augmentations. By cut problems here we mean a
ide class of problems where one wants for a given (directed)
raph G to identify a minimum-sized set of edges X (edge-cut)
uch that in the new graph G− X obtained by deleting X from G,
ome connectivity conditions change. For example, the condition
an be that a set of specific terminals becomes separated or that
t least one connected component in the new graph is of a certain
ize. Clustering problems can be seen as a hybrid of connectivity
nd cuts, where we want to identify highly connected areas of
graph that can be easily cut from each other. Most of these
roblems are NP-hard, except several notable exceptions, like
inimum s-t Cut and Minimum Multiway Cut in planar graphs
ith fixed number of terminals. Several interesting algorithmic
echniques were developed in order to establish fixed-parameter
ractability of various cut problems.

The ‘‘dual’’ set of problems is that of adding edges in order to
ugment some connectivity properties of the graph.

10 A fractional matching is the optimum value of the maximum matching LP.
 r

13
3.1. Cuts

Edge Multiway Cut. In the Edge Multiway Cut problem, we are
given a graph G, a set T ⊆ V (G) of terminal vertices, and an
integer k. The task is to decide whether there exists a set X of at
most k edges of G such that every element of T lies in a different
connected component of G − X .

Input: Graph G, T ⊆ V (G), and integer k
Task: Does there exists a set X of at most k edges of G

such that every element of T lies in a different
connected component of G − X .

Edge Multiway Cut

A related problem is Vertex Multiway Cut, where one wants
to delete at most k vertices to separate terminals. For most of
the variants of the cut problems, an FPT-algorithm for the edge
deletion version can be obtained from the vertex deletion variant.
This is why most of the work in the area was concentrated on
vertex deletions.

For |T | = 2, Edge Multiway Cut is the classical Min-Cut
nd is solvable in polynomial time due to its duality with the
aximum flow problem [148]. However, as it was shown by
alhaus et al. [149], Edge Multiway Cut is NP-complete for |T |

3.
In influential paper [150], Marx established fixed-parameter

ractability of Edge Multiway Cut and Vertex Multiway Cut
arameterized by k. For that, Marx developed the technique of
mportant separators based on submodular properties of cuts. The
echnique appeared to be handy for many problems in this area.
lgorithms for Edge Multiway Cut with running times 2k

· nO(1)

nd 1.84k
· nO(1) were given by Xiao [151] and Cao, Chen, and

an [152], correspondingly. Chapter 8 of the textbook on param-
terized algorithms [10] contains an overview of basic techniques
round important separators and parameterized algorithms for
inding cuts in graphs.

Edge Multiway Cut remains NP-complete on planar graphs
ut as it was shown by Dalhaus et al. [149], for a fixed number
f terminals, the problem can be solved in time nO(|T |) on planar
raphs. The running time for planar graphs was improved to
O(|T |)

· nO(
√

|T |) by Klein and Marx [153].
Lokshtanov and Ramanujan [154] studied the version of Ver-

tex Multiway Cut called Parity Multiway Cut. Here the terminal
set T consists of two not necessarily disjoint subsets To and Te.
The objective is to decide whether there exists a k-sized vertex
(or edge) subset S such that S intersects all odd-length paths
rom v ∈ To to T − v and all even-length paths from v ∈ Te
o T − v. The edge deletion case with To = Te is exactly Edge
ultiway Cut. Lokshtanov and Ramanujan proved that both
dge- and vertex deletion versions of Parity Multiway Cut are
PT parameterized by k. Chandrasekaran and Mozaffari studied
arity variants of these problem on directed acyclic graphs [155].
The random sampling of important separators technique de-

eloped by Lokshtanov and Ramanujan was generalized to di-
ected graphs by Chitnis, Hajiaghayi, and Marx [156] who showed
he fixed-parameter tractability of Directed Edge Multiway Cut
nd Directed Vertex Multiway Cut parameterized by the size of
he solution.

The technique based on important separators was used by
hen et al. [157] in their FPT algorithm for Directed Feedback
ertex Set and Directed Feedback Arc Set, whose parameterized
omplexity was open for a long time. In these problems the task
s to decide whether at most k vertices (respectively, arcs) can be
emoved from a directed graph such that the resulting graph is
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cyclic. It should be mentioned that Directed Feedback Arc Set
nd Directed Feedback Vertex Set are equivalent in the sense
hat they can be reduced to each other under the same parameter,
s observed by Even et al. [158].
The generalization of the problem, namely Directed Subset

eedback Vertex Set, was studied by Chitnis et al. [159]. Xiao
nd Nagamochi gave an FPT algorithm for Subset Feedback Arc
et [160]. Kratsch et al. [161] define multi-budgeted variants
f Directed Feedback Arc Set and some versions of Min-Cut
nd establish fixed-parameter tractability of these problems. The
xistence of a polynomial kernel for Directed Feedback Vertex
et and for Directed Feedback Arc Set is widely open.

pen problem 3.1. Do Directed Feedback Vertex Set and Di-
ected Feedback Arc Set admit a polynomial kernel?

Lucchesi and Younger [162] proved that on planar graphs
irected Feedback Arc Set is solvable in polynomial time.

pen problem 3.2. Does Directed Feedback Vertex Set admit a
olynomial kernel on planar graphs?

Whether the running time kO(k)nO(1) of Chen et al. [157] for
irected Feedback Vertex Set is tight, is another open question.

Open problem 3.3. Could Directed Feedback Vertex Set and
irected Feedback Arc Set be solved in time 2O(k)nO(1)? Could

Directed Feedback Vertex Set be solved in time 2O(k)nO(1) on
planar graphs?

Edge Multicut. In the related Edge Multicut problem, we are
iven a graph G, a set of pairs (si, ti)ℓi=1 of vertices of G, and an

integer k. The question is if there exists a set X of at most k edges
f G such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, vertices si and ti lie in different
onnected components of G − X . The vertex deletion version of
he problem is Vertex Multicut.

Edge Multicut is NP-hard on trees [163]. Guo and Nieder-
eier [164] obtained a 2k

· nO(1)-time algorithm for the problem
n trees. For general graphs, the fixed-parameter tractability of
dge Multicut and Vertex Multicut parameterized by the so-
ution size k was a long-standing open question, which was re-
olved independently by Bousquet, Daligault, and Thomassé [165]
nd Marx and Razgon [166].
On general directed graphs Edge Multicut is FPT parameter-

zed by k for the special case with two terminal pairs (s1, t1), (s2,
2) [156] and is W[1]-hard for four terminal pairs, as show by Pili-
czuk and Wahlström [167]. The complexity of the case with
hree terminal pairs is open.

pen problem 3.4 ([167]). What is the parameterized complexity of
dge Multicut on directed graphs when the three pairs of terminal
ets (si, ti)3i=1 parameterized by the cut-size k?

Kratsch et al. [168] proved that Edge Multicut is FPT pa-
ameterized by k and |T | on directed acyclic graphs and that it
emains W[1]-hard parameterized by k even on DAGs. Chitnis and
eldmann [169] studied FPT inapproximability of Edge Multicut
n directed graphs. The following question about kernelization of
dge Multicut is open.

pen problem 3.5 ([145]). Does Edge Multicut admit a polyno-
ial kernel on directed acyclic graphs, when parameterized by k
nd |T |? Or when parameterized by k and when the number of
erminal pairs is constant?

Bringmann et al. [170] provide a detailed study of the fol-
owing generalization of Edge Multicut. In the Steiner Mul-

icut we are given an undirected graph G, a collection T =

14
T1, . . . , Tt}, Ti ⊆ V (G), of terminal sets of size at most p, and
n integer k. The task is to decide whether there is a set S of at
ost k edges such that of each set Ti at least one pair of terminals

s in different connected components of G − S. Edge Multicut is
the special case for p = 2.

The parameterized complexity of a variant of the cut problem
called Length-Bounded Edge-Cut (delete at most k edges such
hat the resulting graph has no s−t path of length shorter than ℓ)
as studied by Golovach and Thilikos [171]. They showed that
ength-Bounded Edge-Cut is in FPT for the combined parame-
er k+ ℓ. Fluschnik et al. [172] proved that it is unlikely to admit
polynomial kernel in k+ℓ even when the input graph is planar.
hen it concerns structural parameterized complexity, Dvorák

nd Knop [173] showed that the problem is W[1]-hard when
arameterized by the pathwidth and is fixed-parameter tractable
hen parameterized by the treedepth of the input graph. Bazgan
t al. [174] provided an XP algorithm for the parameter ∆, the
aximum degree of the input graph G, and an FPT algorithm

or the feedback edge number. Bentert, Heeger, and Knop [175]
rove W[1]-hardness for the combined parameter pathwidth and
aximum degree ∆ of the input graph. They also prove that
ength-Bounded Edge-Cut is W[1]-hard for the feedback vertex
umber.
Kolman [176] showed that Length-Bounded Edge-Cut is FPT

n planar graphs when parameterized by ℓ. The parameterized
omplexity of the problem with parameter k on planar graphs is
pen.

pen problem 3.6. What is the parameterized complexity of
ength-Bounded Edge-Cut when the input graph G is planar and
he parameter is the cardinality of the cut k?

The problems Metric Violation Distance and Metric Repair,
hich generalizes both Edge Multicut and Length-Bounded
dge-Cut, were studied by Fan et al. [177–179]. In these problems
e are given a weighted graph with the goal of finding a small set
f edges that can be changed to make the graph metric, i.e., there
oes not exist an edge uv such that w(uv) > w(Pu,v), where the
atter is the cost of the cheapest path from u to v.

onstrained cuts. Here we collected the results on the problems
f the following type: is it possible to delete at most k edges from
he graph such that some of the required constraints like on the
ize of a connected component or on the number of connected
omponents hold. For a vertex set X ⊆ V (G), we denote by ∂(X)
he set of edges between X and V (G) \ X .

A general framework for defining constrained cuts was sug-
ested by Lokshtanov and Marx [180]. Let µ be a function that
ssigns a non-negative integer to each subset of vertices in the
raph. Following the notation of Lokshtanov and Marx, we say
hat a vertex set X ⊆ V (G) is a (µ, p, q)-cluster, if |∂(X)| ≤ q and
(X) ≤ p. For example, if µ(X) is the number of non-edges in the
ubgraph induced by X , then (µ, 0, q)-cluster is a clique which
an be cut from the graph by at most q edges.
Then in the (µ, p, q)-Cut problem, for a given graph G the task

s to identify whether G contains a (µ, p, q)-cluster. In the Termi-
al (µ, p, q)-Cut problem, we are given graph G and vertex v, the
ask is to decide whether there is a (µ, p, q)-cluster containing v.

Lokshtanov and Marx proved that Terminal (µ, p, q)-Cut is
olvable in time 2O(q)nO(1) (p being a part of the input) and in time
O(p)nO(1) (q being a part of the input) for the following important
pecial cases

• µ(X) is the number of non-edges in the subgraph induced
by X;

• µ(X) is the maximum degree of G[X], the complement of the
graph induced by X;

• µ(X) is the number of vertices of X .
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et us note that for each of the above cases the Terminal (µ, p, q)-
ut problem is NP-complete when both p and q are part of the
nput [181]. An FPT algorithm for Terminal (µ, p, q)-Cut trivially
mplies an FPT algorithm for (µ, p, q)-Cut; we just try all possible
erminal vertices.

pen problem 3.7. What is the parameterized complexity of the
eighted versions of (µ, p, q)-Cut when parameterized by p and
y q and function µ(X) being the number of non-edges in the
ubgraph induced by X and the maximum degree of G[X]?

pen problem 3.8. What is the parameterized complexity of de-
iding for given graph G and integers p and q, if G contains a set of
ertices X such that |X | = p and |∂(X)| ≤ q with parameter p or q?

The related Bisection problem, the problem of separating a
raph into two equally large graphs cutting at most k edges, was

shown to be solvable in time 2O(k3)
· nO(1) by Cygan et al. [182].

The incompressibility of the problem was shown by van Bevern
et al. [183].

Lokshtanov and Marx [180] also show that when µ is mono-
tone, then the solution for Terminal (µ, p, q)-Cut can in poly-
nomial time be transformed into a solution of the following
(µ, p, q)-Partition problem. In this problem we are given a graph
G and the task is to decide whether there is a partition of the
vertex set V (G) into (µ, p, q)-clusters. In particular, since for every
monotone polynomial time computable function µ, Terminal
(µ, p, q)-Cut is solvable in time nO(q) by a brute-force algorithm
trying all cuts of size at most q, this yields that (µ, p, q)-Partition
is solvable in time nO(q).

Kim et al. [184] considered a related problem, under name
Min–Max Multiway Cut, where we are given a graph G, a non-
negative integer ℓ, and a set T of terminals, the question is
whether we can partition the vertices of G into |T | parts such that
(a) each part contains one terminal and (b) there are at most ℓ
edges with only one endpoint in this part. They gave an algorithm
solving this problem in time 2O((ℓ|T |)2 log ℓ|T |)n4 log n.

An interesting variant of Edge Multicut was introduced by
Chitnis, Egri, and Marx [185] under the name Chain Sat. In the
graph version, the problem can be phrased as follows. The input
to Chain Sat is a directed graph G, an integer k, and two vertices s
and t . The edges of G are partitioned into sets E1, . . . , Em, called
bundles, such that each Ei is an edge-set of a path. If every such
path has length at most ℓ, we call the problem ℓ-Chain Sat. The
oal is to find an s − t-cut that intersects at most k bundles.
The parameterized complexity of the multi-budgeted variant

f Edge Multicut, where arcs are colored and the required cut
hould contain a certain amount of arcs of each color, was in-
estigated by Kratsch et al. [161]. Chitnis et al. [185] conjectured
hat for every fixed ℓ ≥ 1, ℓ-Chain Sat is FPT parameterized
y k. Using a new technique called directed flow-augmentations,
im et al. [186] gave a randomized FPT algorithm for a more

general version of Chain Sat (under the name Bundled Cut with
Order) parameterized by k + ℓ. Their algorithm also works in
the weighted setting, where each bundle Ei has a weight w :

{E1, . . . Em} → N and the s − t-cut should intersect bundles
summing up to at most some total weight bound W .

Another problem of cutting a graph is Minimum k-way Cut of
Bounded Size, where we are given graph G and integers k and s.
he task is to decide whether there is a set of at most s edges X
uch that G − X has at least k connected components. Downey
t al. [187] prove that the problem parameterized by k is W[1]-
ard. Kawarabayashi and Thorup [188] show that the problem is
ixed parameter tractable when parameterized by s.

A matching cut is an edge cut that is a matching. Matching
ut is fixed-parameter tractable parameterized by the size of
15
he solution. This result, as well as tractability of cut problems
ith other various constraints, follows from the work of Marx,
’Sullivan, and Razgon [189]. Kernelization algorithms for various
tructural parameterization of Matching Cut and its general-
ization are further studied by Komusiewicz, Kratsch, and Bang
Le [190] and Gomes and Sau [191].

Vulnerability measures. Before proceeding to connectivity related
problems, we will briefly touch upon a class of problems relating
to both cuts and connectivity, namely the class of graph vulnera-
bility measures. A graph vulnerability measure is a problem which
concerns itself about how badly communication in a network is
disrupted when we remove edges (or vertices); in that way, it can
be seen to generalize some cut and connectivity problems.

Vulnerability comes in many forms, the canonical vulnerability
measure is called Graph Integrity (sometimes Vertex Integrity),
which asks for the relation between the size of a separator and
the resulting components. However, as we are mainly concerned
with edge modification, we only investigate the edge versions
here. We note that several of these problems make sense in
a weighted setting [192], where we look at the weight of a
connected component (i.e., sum of weights) rather than its size.

Let mc(G) for a graph G to be the number of vertices in the
largest connected components of G, ω(G) the number of con-
nected components of G, and τ (G) to mean the number of edges
in the largest component. The fundamental problem for param-
eterized analysis is the Component Order Connectivity [193]
problem and specifically the Component Order Edge Connectiv-
ity [194]:

Input: G = (V , E), k, ℓ
Task: Does there exist a set of edges F ⊆ E of size at

most k such that if we remove F from the graph,
the size of the largest component is at most ℓ, or
using the above notation, mc(G − F ) ≤ ℓ?

Component Order Edge Connectivity

Lemma 3.1. Component Order Edge Connectivity is FPT param-
eterized by k + ℓ.

roof. We immediately get that the problem is (non-uniformly)
PT by Cai [33] if we take all connected graphs on ℓ+ 1 vertices
s forbidden induced subgraphs. However, there is a quite simple
aster algorithm:

Given a graph G on m edges together with integers k and ℓ,
build a graph G0,G1, . . . ,Gm where we introduce edges one by
one. We call this the introducing mode of the algorithm. We alter-
nate between the introducing mode and the branching mode. The
branching mode works as follows. If mc(Gi) ≤ ℓ, we do nothing
and go back to the introducing mode. Otherwise, we know that
ℓ < mc(Gi) ≤ 2ℓ, and that there is only one component with
more than ℓ vertices. We branch into 22ℓ branches, one for each
vertex subset. For each subset, we decrease k accordingly, and
continue in the branching mode. The correctness of the algorithm
is immediate and its running time is f (ℓ)k · nO(1). □

We can also mention here that directly from this algorithm,
it follows that the problem where we would like have at most ℓ
edges in each connected component is FPT as well, i.e., get τ (G′) ≤

ℓ by removing at most k edges.
There is much work that remains to be done in the param-

eterized area with regards to vulnerability measures. The only
other vulnerability studied in a parameterized sense is the vertex
version of Graph Integrity, first shown NP-complete [195] and
later fixed-parameter tractable by Fellows and Stueckle [196].
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he edge version Edge Integrity was first studied by Barefoot
t al. [197].
The classic (non-parameterized) statements of the most stud-

ed vulnerability measures are as follows:

Edge Integrity
Minimize, over sets of edges F ⊆ E, the target |F |+mc(G−F ).
Edge Toughness
Minimize, over edge-cutsets F ⊆ E, the target |F |

ω(G−F )−1 .
Edge Scattering Number
Minimize, over sets of edges F ⊆ E, the target ω(G−F )−|F |.
Edge Rupture Degree
Minimize, over sets of edges F ⊆ E, the target ω(G − F ) −

|F | − mc(G − F ).
Edge Tenacity
Minimize, over sets of edges F ⊂ E, the target |F |+τ (G−F )

ω(G−F ) .

Open problem 3.9 (Research Direction). What are the natural
parameters for graph vulnerability problems?

Bang-Jensen et al. [198] study component order connectivity
in the setting of directed graphs under several different parame-
terizations: ℓ, k, ℓ+ k, and n− ℓ, arguing that if k is small, then ℓ
ay have to be large, in which case n − ℓ can be smaller.

pen problem 3.10 (Research Direction). How is the parameterized
andscape for graph vulnerability problems?

We refer to surveys by Bagga et al. [199], Kratsch et al. [200],
nd Gross et al. [194] for more on vulnerability measures.

.2. Connectivity

In this subsection we discuss results around connectivity aug-
entation problems. In such problems the input is a (multi) graph
nd the objective is to increase edge or vertex connectivity by
dding the minimum number (weight) of additional edges, called
inks.

This problem was first studied by Eswaran and Tarjan [7] who
howed that increasing the edge connectivity of a given graph to
by adding a minimum number of links (also called an augment-

ng set) is polynomial time solvable. Subsequent work of Watan-
be and Nakamura [201], Cai and Sun [202], and Frank [203]
stablished that the problem is also polynomial time solvable
or any given target value of edge connectivity to be achieved.
owever, if the set of links is restricted, that is, there are pairs
f vertices in the graph which do not constitute a link, or if the
inks have (non-identical) weights on them, then the problem
f computing the minimum size (or weight) augmenting set is
P-complete [7].
It is interesting to note that the vertex version of the problem

s substantially less understood even when the set of links that
an be added is unrestricted. Vegh [204] obtained a polynomial
ime solution for the special case when the connectivity of the
raph is required to increase by 1, but the complexity of the
eneral case is open. Jackson and Jordán [205] gave a 2O(λ)nO(1)-
ime algorithm for the problem of finding a minimum number
f edges to make a graph λ-vertex connected. Let us note that,
ccording to the current knowledge, the problem might still be
olvable in polynomial time; whether the general version of the
roblem is NP-complete is a long-standing open problem [204].
In the Weighted Minimum-Cost Edge-Connectivity Augmen-

ation by One, we are given a graph G which is λ-edge connected,
set of links L, an integer k, a weight function w on L, and p ∈ R.
he task is to decide whether there is a link set F ⊆ L such
hat w(F ) ≤ p, |F | ≤ k and G ∪ F is λ+ 1-edge connected?
16
The first parameterized algorithm for the connectivity aug-
entation problem was considered by Nagamochi [206], who
ave a 2O(k log k)

|V |
O(1) algorithm for the case when the weights on

he links are identical and λ is odd. Guo and Uhlmann [207] gave
kernel with O(k2) vertices and links for the same case. Marx
nd Vegh [208] studied the problem in its full generality and gave
kernel with O(k) vertices, O(k3) links and weights of (k6 log k)
it integers. Basavaraju et al. [209] gave an algorithm solving
eighted Minimum-Cost Edge-Connectivity Augmentation by
ne in time 9knO(1).
Another variant of connectivity concerns problems where one

as to delete a set of edges while still keeping some connectivity
equirements on the remaining graph. Basavaraju et al. [209]
tudy the following Deletion with λ connectivity problem. In
his problem we are given a triple (G,L, k) where G is a λ-edge
onnected, L is a set of edges, called links, G + L is (λ+ 1)-edge
onnected, and k a positive integer. The task is to decide whether
here is a set of k links in L whose deletion from G + L main-
ains (λ+1)-edge connectivity. Basavaraju et al. gave an algorithm
olving Deletion with λ connectivity in time 2O(k)nO(1).
Hüffner, Komusiewicz, and Sorge [210] introduced the fol-

owing edge deletion problem. We say that an n-vertex graph G
s highly connected, if every vertex of G is of degree at least
n/2⌋ + 1. In the Seeded Highly Connected Deletion problem,
he input is graph G, a vertex set S ⊆ V (G), and integers k and α.
he task is to decide whether there is an edge set X ⊆ E(G) of at
ost α edges such that G−X consists only of degree-zero vertices
nd a (k + |S|)-vertex highly connected subgraph containing S.
hey obtained a kernel with at most 2α + 4α/k vertices and
2α
2

)
+ α edges computable in O(α2 nm) time. They also gave a

ubexponential algorithm of running time O(24·α0.75
+ α2 nm).

Adler, Kolliopoulos, and Thilikos [211] introduced the problem
f augmenting a planar graph G with a given set of k pairs of
erminals. The task is to augment G with the minimum number
f edges such that all edges are added within one face of G,
he augmented graph is planar and all terminal-pairs are linked
ith vertex-disjoint paths. This problem is FPT parameterized
y k [211].
Gutin, Ramanujan, Reidl, and Wahlström [212] studied prob-

ems relating to deleting edges in a biconnected graph while
aintaining biconnectivity; recall that a graph is biconnected if

t is connected and has no cut vertex. Two of the problems are
weighted variant and an unweighted variant. The weights are
n the edges, and in Weighted Biconnectivity Deletion, we are
iven an edge-weighted graph G, and integer k, and a target
eight w∗ and asked to delete at most k edges whose weights
um to at least w∗, while maintaining biconnectivity. They show
hat this problem is in FPT by giving an algorithm with running
ime 2O(k log k)nO(1). For the unweighted version, in which every
dge has unit weight and w∗

= k, they give a randomized kernel
ith k9 vertices.
They go on to generalize the unweighted variant to the prob-

em Vertex-ρ-Connectivity Deletion, parameterized by k + ρ;
iven a graph G and two integers ρ and k, the task is to decide
hether there exists a set S ⊆ E(G) of k edges such that G − S

s ρ-vertex connected. This problem is shown to be non-uniform
PT, i.e., for fixed k and ρ, the problem is solvable in polynomial
ime O(n6) due to the fact that the problem is expressable in
MSOL (ibid.).

pen problem 3.11 (Open Questions [212]). The following four
uestions are raised:

1. Is there a single exponential time algorithm for Weighted
Biconnectivity Deletion?

2. Can we solve Vertex-ρ-Connectivity Deletion in time
2O(k log k)nO(1) for fixed ρ > 2?
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3. Does Biconnectivity Deletion (the unweighted variant) ad-
mit a deterministic polynomial kernel?

4. Does Weighted Biconnectivity Deletion admit a polyno-
mial kernel?

.3. Clustering

One of the simplest variants of clustering is Cluster Editing or
orrelation Clustering, where the task is to delete/add in total
t most k edges from/to graph G such that every connected com-

ponent of the obtained graph is a clique. Since a clique is a graph
containing no induced path P3, Cluster Editing is also a special
case of the problem of editing to a graph class characterized by
a finite number of minimal forbidden subgraphs. This is why we
discussed this problem in Section 2.1. However, different variants
of clustering do not fit this scheme and we discuss them here.

One can generalize the concept of cluster graphs as follows.
A graph is an s-club cluster if every connected component has
diameter at most s. These graph classes are not hereditary, as
adding a universal vertex will transform any graph into a
2-club cluster. Liu, Zhang, and Zhu [213] studied 2-Club Cluster
Deletion as well as 2-Club Cluster Editing. They show that both
these problems (and the vertex deletion version) are NP-complete
and they give a 2.74k

· nO(1) time algorithm for 2-Club Cluster
Deletion. Whether the problem admits a polynomial kernel is
open.

Open problem 3.12 ([213]). Does 2-Club Cluster Deletion admit
a polynomial kernel?

As mentioned earlier, Cluster Editing does not admit a subex-
ponential time algorithm [118] unless ETH fails. On the other
hand, the problem p-Cluster Editing, where the number of com-
ponents in the target class is fixed to be exactly p—rather surpris-
ingly—does indeed admit a subexponential parameterized time
algorithm. This was shown by Fomin et al. [123], who designed
an algorithm solving this problem in time 2O(

√
pk)

· nO(1). The
-Cluster Editing problem, as well as p-Cluster Deletion was
irst studied by Shamir, Sharan, and Tsur [8], who showed that
ven 2-Cluster Deletion is NP-complete. Abu-Khzam [214] stud-
ed a different multi-parameterized version, called (a, d, s, k)-
luster Editing (as well as subsets of {a, d, s, k}) where we want
o transform an input graph G to a cluster graph, each of size at
east s, using at most k edits such that for each vertex v ∈ V (G) the
number of newly added (respectively, deleted) edges incident to v
is some fixed α(v) ≤ a (respectively, δ(v) ≤ d). They show that
the problems are already NP-complete for constant a and d, and
also show some positive results, both in terms of kernelization,
as well as settings where the problem is polynomial time solva-
ble.

Motivated by the result of Fomin et al. [123], Misra, Panolan,
and Saurabh [215] studied a similarly constrained version of
another clustering problem: s-Club d-Cluster Editing. In this
version, the clusters are s-club graphs and the number of clusters
is at most d. They show that in this case, constraining the number
of desired clusters does not help in obtaining a subexponen-
tial time algorithm: s-Club d-Cluster Editing does not admit a
subexponential time fixed parameter algorithm 2o(k)nO(1) when
parameterized by k, even for any fixed s ≥ 2 and d ≥ 2.

Hüffner et al. [216] considered the parameterized complexity
and kernelization of a clustering variant called Highly Connected
Deletion. In this problem one seeks to delete at most k edges
such that, in the resulting graph, each vertex in each connected
component is adjacent to at least half of the vertices of this
component. See also the work of Bliznets and Karpov for further
improvements and other variants of this problem [217]. Golovach
 i

17
and Thilikos [218] studied a related notion of connectivity cluster-
ing, where the task is to delete at most k edges to obtain clusters
of given size and of given connectivity.

Finally, let us mention that for weighted graphs, the Cluster
Editing problem also admits a 2k kernel with integer weights [45]
and an FPT algorithm in O(1.82k) time [219]. Several ‘‘dynamic’’
versions of Cluster Editing have also been studied. We mention
a few here: The parameterized complexity of Dynamic Cluster
Editing, along with the deletion and completion versions, were
studied by Luo et al. [220]. In this problem we are given two input
graph over the same vertex set, G and Gc , where Gc is a cluster
graph. The problem is to edit at most k edges in G to obtain a
graph G′ that is at most d ‘‘far away’’ from Gc . They have several
different distance functions they study. The problem is already
NP-complete when the input graph is a cluster graph. All versions
are also W[1]-hard parameterized by either k or d, however, when
parameterized by k+ d, they obtain polynomial kernels for some
of the problems. We refer to the article for the list of open prob-
lems relating to Dynamic Cluster Editing. Chen et al. [221] study
two problems, calledMulti-Layer Cluster Editing and Temporal
Cluster Editing. They show some positive (FPT) results for the
former and a W[1]-hardness result for the latter. Bocci et al. [222]
took this framework and studied the problem in the context of
temporal cliques, under the name of Editing to Temporal Cliques.
They show that the problem is NP-complete, but that it admits an
FPT algorithm when parameterized by k+t , where k is the budget
and t the number of timesteps in the input temporal graph.

4. Degree constraints

In this section, we survey the advances in modifying graphs
to have some specified degree constraints possibly together with
other properties, e.g. connectivity. The degree constraints may
be related to degrees of individual vertices or degree sequences.
Such problems have a long history in the literature as they en-
compass classical problems like Perfect Matching, r-Factor,
Hamiltonian Path, or Hamiltonian Cycle. Typically, whenever
the parameterized complexity of problems of this kind was in-
vestigated, the authors also considered vertex deletions besides
edge modification operations. Hence, to present the full spectra
of the work, we extend our framework in this section to include
the results about vertex deletion when appropriate.

4.1. Modification to satisfy individual degree constraints

The investigation of the parameterized complexity of the prob-
lems where the aim is to satisfy some degree restrictions for each
vertex was initiated by Moser and Thilikos [223] and Mathieson
and Szeider [224].

In particular, Moser and Thilikos [223] considered the k-Alm-
ost r-Regular Graph problem, which asks, given a graph G
and a non-negative integer k, whether G can be made r-regular
by deleting at most k vertices. They proved that the problem
admits a kernel with O(kr(r + k)2) vertices. Despite the fact that
Thilikos and Moser were interested solely in vertex deletions, we
discuss this result briefly, because the approach that was used
is generic for similar problems. Since the deletion of a vertex
decreases the degrees of its neighbors by one, a vertex of degree
at most r − 1 or at least r + k + 1 should be deleted. Applying
this straightforward reduction rule to the input graph, we obtain
a graph G of bounded degree. For a set of vertices X of G of
degree at least r + 1, one can observe that its size should be
polynomially bounded in k and r for any yes-instance, since G
has bounded degree. Further, we have that the vertices of G − X
have the same degrees r , and for each component H of G − X ,

t holds that if any vertex of H or a neighbor of a vertex of H is
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eleted, then H should be deleted completely. This observation
allows us to construct reduction rules for the components of
G − X . This way a polynomial kernel could be constructed. Thi-
likos and Moser complement these results by observing that
because Cubic Subgraph is one of the fundamental NP-complete
roblems discussed by Garey and Johnson [225] (in fact, this
roblem is NP-complete for very restricted inputs [226–228]),

k-Almost r-Regular Graph is para-NP-complete when parame-
terized by d.

The most general variant of the modification problem to sat-
isfy degree constraints was introduced by Mathieson and Szei-
der [224] (see also the thesis of Mathieson [229] for more details).
For a set of modification operations S, they defined

Input: A graph G, non-negative integers k and r , a
weight function ρ : V (G) ∪ E(G) → N0, and a
degree list function δ : V (G) → 2{0,...,r}.

Question: Is it possible to obtain a graph G′ from G such
that for every v ∈ V (G′),

∑
vx∈E(G′) ρ(vx) ∈ δ(v),

using at most k modification operations from S?

Weighted Degree Constraint Editing (S)(WDCE(S))

Here, the aim is to obtain a graph such that the (weighted)
egree of every vertex is in a given set defined by the list function.
hey considered WDCE(S) for various non-empty

S ⊆ {vertex deletion, edge deletion, edge addition}.

Mathieson and Szeider also considered the unweighted variant of
the problem that we call Degree Constraint Editing (S) (DCE(S)).
n this variant the weight function ρ ≡ 1, but DCE(S) is not
restricted version of WDCE(S). For DCE(S), vertex and edge
eletions and edge additions are defined in the standard way.
or the weighted problem, it is more complicated. It is assumed
hat each modification operation has unit cost. If a vertex v has
eight ρ(v) = 1, then the vertex deletion operation deletes v
ogether with incident edges, but if ρ(v) > 1, then this operation
ust reduces its weight by 1. Similarly, the edge deletion opera-
ion deletes an edge e of weight 1 and reduces its weight by 1
f ρ(e) > 1. Hence, the edge addition operation can be applied
o an existing edge, and it increases the weight of such an edge
y 1.
Mathieson and Szeider [224] proved that WDCE(S) and DCE(S)

re W[1]-hard when parameterized by k for any non-empty S.
oreover, the hardness for DCE(S) holds even if δ(v) = {r} if
ertex deletion ∈ S, that is, for the case where the aim is to
btain an r-regular graph. It is interesting to observe that for
he important case of degree lists of size 1, WDCE(S) and DCE(S)
an be solved in polynomial time if vertex deletion /∈ S by the
eduction to the Perfect Matching problem [224].

On the positive side, Mathieson and Szeider proved that WDCE
S) and DCE(S) are FPT when parameterized by k + r for any
on-empty S. To achieve this result, they showed that for any k
nd r , the problems can be expressed in first-order logic. Applying
similar technique to the one applied by Moser and Thilikos

bove [223], an instance of WDCE(S) or DCE(S) can be reduced to
n equivalent instance with a graph of bounded degree. Then the
eta-theorem of Frick and Grohe [230] gives the result (the same
an be obtained without preprocessing by the meta-theorem of
ulian and Dawar [231]). Clearly, this approach only allows to
lassify WDCE(S) and DCE(S) to be in FPT. For the special case
f DCE(S) with degree lists of size 1, Golovach [232] used the
andom separation technique (see the textbook on parameterized
lgorithms [10] for an introduction to this technique) to show
hat the problem can be solved in time 2O(kr2+k log k)nO(1). This

ives rise to the following open problem.

18
pen problem 4.1. Is it possible to give efficient FPT algorithms for
CE(S) and/or WDCE(S) parameterized by k + r for general degree
ist functions?

For the case S = {vertex deletion} and S = {vertex deletion,
dge deletion} and single-element degree lists, Mathieson and
zeider [224] showed thatWDCE(S) admits a kernel withO(kr(k+
)) vertices. For general degree lists, they demonstrated a kernel
ithO(k2rk+1

+krk+2) vertices. These results were complemented
y Froese, Nichterlein, and Niedermeier [233], who proved that if
nly edge additions are allowed (i.e., for the completion problem),
hen DCE(S) has kernels with O(kr2) and O(r5) vertices, that is, it
dmits a polynomial kernel whose size depends only on r . To ob-
ain the latter result, they proved that the problem can be solved
n polynomial time if k is sufficiently large (greater than some
olynomial function of r). The latter result is based on a clever
pplication of combinatorial results about existence of f -factors.
ence, the following win–win approach can be used: if k is large,
hen the problem is solved in polynomial time, and if k is bounded
y a polynomial function of r , then the kernelization algorithm
or the case where the parameter is k + r is applied. Froese,
ichterlein, and Niedermeier [233] also gave lower bounds by
roving that DCE(S) parameterized by k + r has no polynomial
ernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly if S = {vertex deletion} or S =

edge addition}. Another lower bound for this parameterization
as given by Golovach [232] who proved that DCE(S) with degree

ists of size one has no polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly
f {vertex deletion, edge addition} ⊆ S.

The variant of DCE(S) with degree lists of size one, where S ⊆

vertex deletion, edge deletion} and where we are given separate
ounds kv and ke for the number of vertex and edge deletions,
espectively, was considered by Dabrowski et al. [234] on planar
raphs. They proved that the problem admits a polynomial kernel
hen parameterized by kv + ke.
Golovach [235] introduced the degree constrained modifica-

ion problem with connectivity restrictions. There it was called
dge Editing to a Connected Graph of Given Degrees but later
he other title Edge Editing to Connected f-Degree Graph was
roposed and we use it in the survey.

Input: A graph G, non-negative integers d and k, and a
function f : V (G) → {0, . . . , d}.

Question: Is it possible to obtain a connected graph G′ from
G with dG′ (v) = f (v) for every v ∈ V (G′) by at
most k edge deletions and additions?

Edge Editing to Connected f -Degree Graph (EECG)

Recall [224] that if the degree lists have size 1, DCE(S) is
olynomial time solvable if only edge deletions and additions are
llowed. Contrary to this, EECG is NP-hard even if f (v) = 2 for all
∈ V (G): it is straightforward to see that EECG for f (v) = 2 for
∈ V (G) and k = m − n is equivalent to the Hamiltonian Cycle
roblem that is well-known to be NP-complete [225]. We also
ention here that Franzblau and Raychaudhuri [236] studied the
roblem of adding k edges to get a Hamiltonian graph, Hamilto-
ian Completion, which is equivalent to ask for a Path Partition
also known as a Path Cover) with k+1 paths [236] (this implies
hat Path Partition is para-NP-hard). Moran and Wolfstahl [237]
ave a linear-time algorithm for the problem on the class of cacti
raph.11
Golovach [235] proved that EECG has a kernel with O(kd3(k+

)2) vertices. The results is obtained using the generic approach of

11 A cactus graph is a graph where no two cycles share an edge.
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oser and Thilikos [223], but due to allowing edge additions and
onnectivity restrictions, the reduction rules are great deal more
omplicated and are based on the following structural observa-
ions. It can be easily seen that if v is a vertex of G with dG(v) =

(v), then the number of deleted edges incident to v equals to
he number of added edges incident to v. Therefore, if X is the
et of vertices of G whose degrees are different from the values
f f , then for any solution, the set of deleted edges D and the
et of added edges A compose a graph which can be covered
y edge disjoint walks without repeated edges joining vertices
f X and closed walks that are alternating in the sense that if
n edge of a walk is from D, then the next is from A and vice

versa. Golovach [235] also constructed an algorithm running in
time kO(k3)nO(1) for the case f (v) = d for each v ∈ V (G), that
s, for the modification to a connected regular graph, but left
pen the question whether EECG if FPT when parameterized by k

only. This question was resolved by Fomin, Golovach, Panolan,
and Saurabh [238]. They show that EECG is solvable in 2O(k)nO(1)

time. Fomin et al. [238] use the same structural properties of
solutions as Golovach in [235], but the crucial new component is
the application of the recently developed matroid representative
sets techniques combined with color coding (we refer to the
textbook on parameterized algorithms [10] for an introduction to
these techniques). It is still open whether EECG has a polynomial
kernel whose size depends on k only. For the special case of
planar graphs, Dabrowski et al. [234] proved that the problem
admits a polynomial kernel parameterized by number of vertex
deletions, and parameterized by the number of edge deletions.

Open problem 4.2. Does Edge Editing to Connected f-Degree
Graph (EECG) parameterized by k have a polynomial kernel?

For the weighted variant of EECG, Fomin et al. [238] proved
that it is W[1]-hard when parameterized by k + d. Recall that in
DCE(S) we require that each vertex has the degree from a given
list but in DCE(S) these lists have size one. It leads to the following
open problem:

Open problem 4.3. Investigate the parameterized complexity of
the variant of EECG where, instead of the degree function f , a degree
list function δ : V (G) → 2{0,...,r} is given and we are asked whether it
is possible to obtain a connected graph G′ from G with dG′ (v) ∈ δ(v)
for every v ∈ V (G′) by at most k edge deletions and additions.

Notice that if we have a choice of degrees, then the structural
properties of solutions used above [235,238] could not be applied
any more. The problem is open even when the degree constraints
are intervals of bounded size. Haarberg considered the special
case where the degree constraints are given by inequalities. More
precisely, they considered the Edge Editing to a Connected
Upper (Lower) Bounded Degrees (EditUBD and EditLBD, respec-
tively) problems [239]. EditUBD asks, given a (multi-) graph G, a
non-negative integer k and a function f : V (G) → N, whether it
s possible to obtain a connected graph G′ from G with dG′ (v) ≤

(v) for every v ∈ V (G′) by at most k edge deletions and
dditions. They show that this problem is NP-complete, has a
ernel with O(k3) vertices and O(k6) edges, and can be solved in
ime 2O(k)nO(1). In EditLBD, we further require that dG′ (v) ≥ f (v)
or every v ∈ V (G′), that is, the upper bounds on the degrees are
eplaced by lower bounds. Interestingly, EditLBD was shown to
e solvable in polynomial time [239].
All aforementioned problems are stated for undirected graphs.

he systematic study of the degree constraint modification prob-
ems for directed graphs was recently initiated by Bredereck
t al. [240]. We will return to this paper in the next section where
e consider degree sequence restriction, but here we mention
19
nly that they considered the Digraph Degree Constraint Com-
letion problem that could be seen as a variant of DCE(S), where
or each vertex, a degree list function that assigns to each vertex
set of pairs of non-negative integers from {0, . . . , r} that specify
he desired pairs of values of in- and out-degrees respectively are
iven and S = {edge/arc addition}. Bredereck et al. [240] show
hat this problem admits a kernel with O(r5) vertices.

pen problem 4.4. Investigate the parameterized complexity of
ariants of DCF(S) and EECG for directed graphs.

Besides vertex degree constraints, it could be interesting to
onsider edge degree constraints or combined vertex and edge
egree constraints. In particular, Mathieson [241] considered a
umber of problems of this type. For an edge weighted graph,
he weighted degree of a vertex is defined as the sum of weights
f incident edges. Respectively, the weighted sum of an edge is
he sum of the vertex degrees of its end-points. Mathieson [241]
onsidered the following problems for edge weighted graphs:

• Weighted Edge Degree Constraint Editing, where for each
edge, it is given a list of weighted degrees, and the aim is to
obtain a graph, by at most k modification operations, such
that every edge has a degree from its list.

• Weighted Bounded Degree Editing, where a degree bound
for each vertex is given, and the aim is to obtain a graph, by
at most k modification operations, such that the weighted
degree of a vertex does not exceed its bound.

• Weighted Edge Regularity Editing, where for each vertex,
it is given a list of weighted degrees, and for each pair
of vertices, it is given a set of feasible sizes of the set of
common neighbors, and the aim is to obtain a graph, by at
most k modification operations, such that every vertex has
weighted degree from its list and for every edge, the size of
the set of common neighbors is feasible.

• Weighted Strongly Regular Editing, that is a variant of
Weighted Edge Regularity Editing, where additionally a
second set of allowed sizes of the set of common neighbors
is given for each pair of vertices, and for every pair of
non-neighbors of the modified graph, the size of the set of
common neighbors should belong to this set.

he allowed modification operations are vertex deletions, edge
eletions and edge additions. Mathieson presented the essentially
omplete picture of the complexity of these problems parameter-
zed by the number of modification operations k and/or the upper
ound of the feasible degrees for various combinations of allowed
perations: the cases when the problems areW[1]-hard, FPT, have
olynomial kernels or do not have them up to some conjectures
re distinguished. He also investigated special cases, in particular,
he unweighted problems (i.e., the problems for unit weights)
nd the case when the sets of feasible degrees are singletons.
dditionally, the structural parameterization by the treewidth of
n input graph was considered. We do not discuss the details of
hese results, because they proved to be similar to the results
bout DCS(S) and are obtained by similar techniques.
Another direction of research would be to consider the dis-

ussed problems for graph classes. Up to now, a very little work
as done in this direction. Dabrowski et al. [234] considered
ariants of DCF(S) and EECG for planar graphs. More precisely,
hey considered the problems that asks for a given planar graph G,
degree function f : V (G) → N0 and two non-negative integers ke
nd kv , whether it is possible to obtain a (connected) graph G′

rom G with dG′ (v) = f (v) for v ∈ V (G′) by deleting at most kv
ertices and at most ke edges. They proved that these problems
ave polynomial kernels when parameterized by kv + ke. In
act, more general kernalization results were obtained as it is
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hown that it could be assumed that vertices and edges have
osts and the task is to delete at most kv and ke to satisfy
degree restriction and achieve the minimum total cost of deleted
vertices and edges. This result is obtained via the protrusion de-
composition/replacement techniques introduced by Bodlaender
et al. [242].

Open problem 4.5. Investigate the parameterized complexity of
variants of DCF(S) and EECG for graph classes. In particular, what
can be said about planar graph when edge additions are allowed and
the graph obtained by the modification should stay planar?

We conclude this section by discussing modification problems
which deal with the parity constraints for degrees. These prob-
lems are the most investigated degree constraint modification
problems. Already in 1977 Boesch, Suffel, and Tindell [243] (see
also [244,245]) proved that Eulerian Completion, which is find-
ng the minimum number of edges that should be added to make
he input graph Eulerian, can be solved in polynomial time, and
he same holds if multiple edges are allowed and for Even Graph
ompletion where the aim is to obtain a graph with vertices
f even degrees. Recall that a (directed) graph G is Eulerian if
t contains a closed walk without repeating edges (arcs) that
oes through every edge (arc). By the classical Euler theorem,
connected graph is Eulerian if and only if its vertices have

ven degrees. Similarly, a (weakly) connected directed graph is
ulerian if and only if for every vertex its in-degree is the same
s its out-degree (see, e.g., [246]). Following the same scheme
s with the previous problems, we state the generalization of
ulerian Completion for a set of modification operations S as
ollows.

Input: A graph G, a parity function f : V (G) → {0, 1} and
a non-negative integer k.

Question: Is it possible to obtain a connected graph G′

from G such that for every v ∈ V (G′), dG′ (v) ≡

f (v)(mod 2), using at most k modification
operations from S?

Connected Parity Constraint Editing (S)(CPCE(S))

When we do not require connectivity, we refer to the problem
s Parity Constraint Editing (S) (PCE(S)). For directed graphs,
e state the following problem.

Input: A directed graph G, a function f : V (G) → Z and
a non-negative integer k.

Question: Is it possible to obtain a weakly connected di-
rected graph G′ from G such that for every v ∈

V (G′), d+

G′ (v) − d−

G′ (v) = f (v), using at most k
modification operations from S?

Connected Degree Balance Editing (S)(CDBE(S))

Here d−

G (v) and d+

G (v) denote in- and out-degree of a vertex
in a graph G. Notice that if f (v) = 0, then the question is

quivalent to asking whether we can obtain an Eulerian graph
y at most k operations.
Generalizing the results of Boesch, Suffel and Tindell [243],

abrowski, Golovach, van ’t Hof and Paulusma [247] proved that
PCE(S) and CDBE(S) are polynomial if S = {edge/arc addition}.
oreover, the problems remain polynomial if S = {edge/arc
ddition, edge/arc deletion}. It can be also observed that the same
olds for PCE(S). If vertex deletion ∈ S, then CPCE(S), PCE(S) and
DBE(S) are NP-hard and W[1]-hard by the results of Cai and
20
ang [248], Cygan et al. [249], and Dabrowski et al. [247]. From
he parameterized complexity point of view, the most interesting
ase is the case when S = {edge/arc deletion} for CPCE(S) and
DBE(S) (PCE(S) is polynomial in this case as it was proven by
ygan et al. [249]).
Cygan et al. [249] observed that if S = {edge/arc deletion},

hen CPCE(S) and CDBE(S) are NP-complete. They also proved
hat they can be solved in time 2O(k log k)nO(1) and complemented
hese results by proving that these problems have no polynomial
ernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. Their FPT result is based on
he following structural observation. If G is an undirected graph
and T is the set of vertices for which degree constraints are
broken, then the edges of a solution form a T -join, that is, they
induce a forest that could be decomposed into edge disjoint paths
that connect |T |/2 pairs of vertices of T . Hence, the task is to
find a T -join of size at most k such that the deletion of the
edges of the join does not destroy connectivity. Cygan et al. [249]
use a non-trivial application of the color coding technique to
solve this problem. Similar techniques work also for directed
graphs. Their results were improved by Goyal et al. [250]. They
showed that CPCE(S) and CDBE(S) for S = {edge/arc deletion}

can be solved in time 2O(k)nO(1). They use the same structural
observations as Cygan et al. [249], but instead of color coding,
they apply matroid representative sets techniques. In particular,
for undirected graphs, they use the fact that the set of edges of
a T -join is an independent set of the cographic (bond) matroid. It
should be noted that Cygan et al. [249] and Goyal et al. [250] gave
their results for the Eulerian Edge Deletion problem, that is for
the special cases of CPCE(S) and CDBE(S) where f (v) = 0 (Goyal
et al. [250] considered also Connected Odd Edge Deletion), but
the algorithm could be rewritten for CPCE(S) and CDBE(S) in a
straightforward way.

Observe that in CPCE(S) and CDBE(S), the parameter k upper-
bounds the number of modification operations. We can ask whe-
ther the modifications can be done by exactly k operations. In
particular, Cai and Yang [248] left open the following problem.

Open problem 4.6 ([248]). Is (m − k)-edge Eulerian Subgraph,
which asks whether a (directed) graph has an Eulerian subgraph
with exactly m − k edges (arcs), FPT?

The same question can be asked for more general degree
restriction given in CPCE(S) and CDBE(S).

Notice that in CDBE(S) we require G′ to be weakly connected.
It is natural to ask whether this condition could be strengthened.

Open problem 4.7. Investigate the parameterized complexity of
variant of CDBE(S) where the graph G′ obtained by the modifications
is required to be strongly connected.

A more special question was asked by Cygan et al. [249] (see
also [251]).

Open problem 4.8 ([249,251]). Is it FPT to decide whether it is
possible to delete at most k arcs from a directed graph to obtain a
graph where each strongly connected component is Eulerian?

This problem was considered by Crowston et al. [252] for
tournaments, which they called Min-Desc (minimum deletion
to obtain Eulerian strong components), but we call Eulerian
Deletion on Tournaments. They proved that Eulerian Deletion
on Tournaments has a kernel with at most 4k · (4k+ 2) vertices.

Recall that Boesch, Suffel, and Tindell [243] proved that the
Eulerian Completion problem can be solved in polynomial time,
but the situation changes if we switch to the weighted variant
of the problem. For directed graphs, NP-hardness was proved by
Höhn, Jacobs, and Megow [253] for special cases that occur in
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cheduling problems. It is also easy to see that the problem is NP-
hard for undirected graphs as well by a straightforward reduction
from Eulerian Deletion. The parameterized complexity of the
following problem was considered by Dorn, Moser, Niedermeier,
and Weller [245].

Input: A directed multigraph G, a weight function
w : V (G) × V (G) → N0, and a non-negative
integer k.

Question: Is it possible to obtain an Eulerian multigraph G′

from G by adding arcs of total weight at most k?

Weighted Multigraph Eulerian Completion (WMEC)

Since WMEC deals with multigraphs, the addition of parallel
rcs is allowed. It can be noted that the classical Chinese Postman
roblem, where the aim is to find a shortest closed walk that
isits all arcs of a given directed graph, and the more general
ural Postman, where it is required to find a shortest walk

that visits a given set of arcs, can be seen as special cases of
WMEC. Dorn et al. [245] showed that WMEC can be solved in
ime O(4k

· n3). This result immediately implies the respective
PT result for Rural Postman. They conjecture that similar results

can be obtained for undirected graphs. They also leave open the
question about the variant with arc deletion. Generalizing it, we
obtain the following open problem.

Open problem 4.9. Investigate the parameterized complexity of
weighted variants of CPCE(S) and CDBE(S) for graphs and multi-
graphs for S ⊆ {edge/arc deletion, edge/arc addition}.

Another parameterization of WMEC was considered by Sorge
et al. [254,255]. They proved that WMEC is FPT when parameter-
ized by b + c , where

b =

∑
v∈V (G)

⏐⏐d+

G (v) − d−

G (v)
⏐⏐ ,

and c in the number of weakly connected components of G.
They complemented this result by showing that WMEC has no
polynomial kernel when parameterized by b, c , k or bc unless
NP ⊆ coNP/poly.

We conclude the section by the open problem stated in [247].
We considered the degree constraint modification problems with
parity restrictions. What can be said if we replace parity con-
straints by the more complicated ‘‘modulo d constraints’’ for d ≥

3. It is observed in [247] that this variant of CPCE(S) is NP-hard
if S = {edge deletion, edge deletion} and d = 3. Taking into
account the W[1]-hardness of CPCE(S) if vertex deletion ∈ S
(see [247]), we ask the following.

Open problem 4.10 ([247]). Investigate the parameterized complex-
ity of the variants of CPCE(S) for S ⊆ {edge deletion, edge addition},
where a positive integer d is given, the parity function f is replaced
by a function f : V (G) → {0, . . . , d − 1} and where the aim is
to obtain a connected graph G′ such that for every v ∈ V (G′),
dG′ (v) ≡ f (v)(mod d)?

Additionally, what can be said if we remove the connectivity
restriction?

4.2. Modification to satisfy degree sequence constraints

In this section we consider problems where the task is to mod-
ify a graph in order to satisfy constraints on degree sequences.
Motivations for the problems considered here often come from
21
applications like social networks. The identity disclosure is a spe-
cific type of privacy breach in social networks. It happens when
an adversary is able to determine the identity of an entity in a
network. One can weaken this to the existence disclosure, where
one is able to identify whether an entity is present in a social net-
work or not. Affiliation link disclosure is the problem to determine
hether an entity belongs to a specific group in a social network.
s Zheleva and Getoor [256] say in their survey,

k-anonymity protection of data is met if the information for
each person contained in the data cannot be distinguished
from at least k − 1 other individuals in the data.

In degree anonymization, a graph is said to be s-degree-anon-
mous (or simply s-anonymous when it is clear from context
hat we are talking about degree anonymity) if for every ver-
ex v, there are at least s − 1 vertices with the same degree
s v. This leads to the modification problems where the aim is
o achieve the desired level of anonymity by bounded number
f operations. We refer to the survey of Casas-Roma, Herrera-
oancomartí and Torra [257] for the introduction to the edge
odification techniques used in anonymization and focus on the
arameterized complexity of the problems. Following the style
sed in the previous section, we define the following problem for
set of modification operations S.

Input: A graph G, a positive integer s and a non-
negative integer k.

Question: Is it possible to obtain an s-anonymous graph G′

from G using at most k modification operations
from S?

Anonymization(S)

Degree anonymization is perhaps one of few places where the
operation of adding vertices is a natural operation; a ‘‘dummy’’
vertex can be created in a social network. Hence, the case
vertex addition ∈ S was investigated.

Bazgan et al. [258] obtained a number of hardness results.
They proved that if S = {edge deletion} or S = {vertex deletion},
then Anonymization(S) is already NP-hard for s = 2 even for
trees and the problem is NP-hard if the maximum degree∆ of the
input graph is 3 or 7, respectively, that is, the problem is para-NP-
hard for the respective parameterizations. They also showed that
Anonymization(S) is W[1]- or W[2]-hard when parameterized
by s + k if S = {edge deletion} or S = {vertex deletion}, re-
spectively. Furthermore, they also proved that (vertex deletion)
has no polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly when param-
eterized by k + s + ∆. They obtained a number of inapproxima-
bility results. In particular, they initiated the investigation of the
parameterized approximation/inapproximability for Anonymiza-
tion(S). Observe that we obtain a bicriteria optimization problem
here. First, it is possible to maximize the anonymity level s by
performing at most k modification operations, and the second
option is to minimize the number of modification operations to
obtain a s-anonymous graph. Finally, for the maximization of the
anonymity level, they showed that the problem is not FPT n1/2−ε-
approximable for every 0 < ε ≤ 1/2 when parameterized by k
even on trees unless FPT = W[2] if S = {vertex deletion}, and
it is not FPT n1−ε-approximable for every 1/2 < ε ≤ 1 when
parameterized by k unless FPT = W[1] if S = {edge deletion}.
The following question is open.

Open problem 4.11 ([258]). Are there ‘‘reasonable’’ (parameter-
ized) approximation algorithms for the optimization variants of
Anonymization(S) parameterized by s and k if S ⊆ {edge
deletion, edge addition}?
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On the positive side, Bazgan et al. [258] considered a more
eneral variant of the problem where non-negative integers kv

−
,

v
+
, ke

−
, ke

+
are given and the question is whether it is possible

o obtain an s-anonymous graph by at most kv
−

vertex deletions,
t most kv

+
vertex additions, at most ke

−
edge deletions and at

ost ke
+
edge additions. They prove that the problem is FPT when

arameterized by k + ∆ for k = kv
−

+ kv
+

+ ke
−

+ ke
+
. The

esult is obtained via the first-order logic machinery using the
eta-theorem of Frick and Grohe [230]. Bazgan et al. [258] also
ketched a direct color coding algorithm for the problem.
Bazgan et al. [258] initiated an investigation of Anonymiza-

ion(S) for graph classes and obtained a number of hardness
esults and distinguished some polynomial cases. To properly
nderstand which graph structures can be exploited to create
fficient algorithms, and on the other hand which structures are
bstacles for efficient algorithms, this line of research should be
xtended. Recently, a link between complex networks on the
ne side and graphs with certain topological features on the
ther side, has been established [259], and since the problem of
nonymization originates from social networks, it makes sense to
tudy the problem on topological graphs.

pen problem 4.12. Investigate the parameterized complexity of
nonymization(S) for graph classes. In particular, what can be said
bout planar graphs?

Notice that here we can restrict only the input graphs or
emand that both the input and the modified graph belong to
specific class.
Hartung et al. [260] considered the case S = {edge addition}.

hey proved that the problem is W[1]-hard even when s = 2
when parameterized by the number of edge additions, k. The
main result of the paper is that Anonymization{edge addition})
admits a kernel with O(∆7) vertices implying that the problem
is FPT when parameterized by the maximum degree of the input
graph. As their first step, they use the approach that is generic
for similar problems. Namely, if the set of vertices of the input
graph of degree 0 ≤ d ≤ ∆ is sufficiently large, then it is possible
to select a block of such vertices of size that is bounded in k and
assume that for every added edge in a solution, if it has its end-
vertex (both end-vertices) in the set of vertices of degree d, then
this end-vertex (these end-vertices) is (are) in the selected block.
This observation leads to a kernel size that is polynomial in ∆, s
and k. Hartung et al. [260] showed that it is possible to obtain a
kernel whose size depends on ∆ only by adjusting s and showing
that if k is sufficiently large compared to ∆, then the problem can
be solved in polynomial time.

To conclude the part about anonymization, Bredereck et al.
[261] considered Anonymization(S) for the case S = {vertex
addition}, and Talmon and Hartung [262] investigated the case
where the modification operations allowed are various types of
contractions.

The investigation of the modification problems with the aim
to satisfy some general degree sequence properties was initiated
by Froese, Nichterlein, and, Niedermeier [233]. Recall that the
degree sequence of an n-vertex graph G is an n-tuple containing
the degrees of the vertices. Froese et al. [233] introduced the
following problem for a tuple property Π .

Input: A graph G and a non-negative integer k.
Question: Is it possible to obtain a graph G′ with the degree

sequence satisfying the propertyΠ from G using
at most k edge additions?

Π-Degree Sequence Completion (Π-DSC)
o

22
Notice that Π is a tuple property. In particular, DCE({edge ad-
ition)} is not a special case of Π-DSC, but Anonymization{edge
ddition}) is. They introduced the auxiliary Π-Decision problem

that asks whether an n-tuple T = (d1, . . . , dn) of non-negative
integers satisfies Π and proved, using the previous results about
Anonymization{edge addition}) [260], that if Π-Decision is FPT
when parameterized by ∆′

= max{di | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, then Π-DSC
s FPT when parameterized by ∆+ k. Recall now that Bredereck
t al. [261] proved that Anonymization({edge addition}) is FPT
hen parameterized by ∆ and has a kernel with O(∆7) vertices.
eneralizing this result, Froese et al. [233] defined theΠ-Number
equence Completion (Π-NSC) problem that asks for a sequence
1, . . . , dn of non-negative integers and two non-negative inte-
ers k and ∆′, whether there are non-negative integers x1, . . . , xn
uch that the n-tuple T = (d1 + x1, . . . , dn + xn) satisfies Π ,

k
i=1 xi = k and di + xi ≤ ∆′ for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. They proved that

f Π-NSC is FPT when parameterized by ∆′, then Π-DSC if FPT
when parameterized by ∆′′ where ∆′′ is the maximum degree of
the output graph. It is also shown that if Π-NSC can be solved
in polynomial time and Π-DSC has a polynomial in k and ∆

kernel, thenΠ-DSC has a polynomial kernel when parameterized
y ∆′′. Froese et al. [233] were interested only in edge additions,
ut it is tempting to extend their results for other modification
perations, like edge deletion, contraction, and vertex deletion.

pen problem 4.13. Investigate the (parameterized) complexity
f the modification problems with the aim to satisfy some general
egree sequence properties for wider sets of permitted operations.

Some steps in this direction were done by Golovach and
ertzios [263]. They were interested in the case when the aim

s to obtain a graph with the degree sequence T = (d1, . . . , dn)
y at most k modification operations from a set

⊆ {vertex deletion, edge deletion, edge addition},

nd called the corresponding problem Editing to a Graph with
Given Degree Sequence(S). They proved that for any non-

mpty S, the problem is W[1]-hard when parameterized by k.
n the positive side, it can be decided in time 2O(k(∆′

+k)2)nO(1)

hether a graph with the degree sequence T can be obtained
y at most k1 vertex deletions, at most k2 edge additions, and at
ost k3 edge additions where k1 + k2 + k3 ≤ k and ∆′

= max T .
hey furthermore show that the problem has a polynomial kernel
hen parameterized by k+∆′ if S = {edge addition} and has no
olynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly in all other cases.
Bredereck et al. [240] extended some results of Froese et al.

233], Golovach and Mertzios [263], and Hartung et al. [260] for
irected graphs. We already mentioned Digraph Degree Con-
traint Completion in the previous section but, they also consid-
red more general Digraph Degree Constraint Sequence Com-
letion that combines individual degree and degree sequence
onstraints. In this problem, we are given a directed graph, a
egree list function that assigns to each vertex a set of pairs
f non-negative integers from {0, . . . , r} that specify the desired
airs of values of in- and out-degrees of vertices, and the degree
equence property Π , and the question is whether we can add
t most k arcs to obtain a directed graph with vertices whose
airs of in- and out-degree are from their lists and whose degree
equence satisfies Π . Working with directed graphs demands
great deal more efforts, but it proves that the behavior of

he problems for directed and undirected graphs is essentially
he same. Again, it would be interesting to extend the set of
onsidered operations.

pen problem 4.14. Investigate the (parameterized) complexity
f the modification problems with the aim to satisfy some general
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egree sequence properties of directed graphs for wider sets of
ermitted modification operations.

The related DAG Realization problem that asks whether there
s a directed acyclic graph that realizes a given degree sequence
as considered by Hartung and Nichterlein [264]. In particular,
hey showed that the problem is NP-hard and proved that it is
PT when parameterized by the maximum value in the input
egree sequence.

.3. Modification to satisfy subgraph degree constraints

In the above part of this section, we considered problems
here the modification aim is to make a graph satisfy some given
egree constraints. In Section 2, we considered problems where
he task is to obtain a graph that does not contain a given induced
ubgraph. Nevertheless, it is also possible to ask the question
hether we can perform modifications to achieve the property
hat the obtained graph has an induced subgraph with certain
properties. In particular, the desired properties of a subgraph can
include degree constraints.

An induced subgraph H of a graph G is said to be a k-core
for a non-negative integer k if the minimum degree δ(H) of H
is at least k. The introduction of this notion by Seidman [265]
is motivated by the importance of k-cores in (social) networks.
Intuitively, a k-core for a sufficiently large k is a ‘‘stable’’ part of a
network. Chitnis and Talmon asked in [266] whether it is possible
to create a big k-core by edge additions. Formally, the Edge k-
Core problem asks, given a graph G and nonnegative integers k, p
and b, whether it is possible to add at most b edges to G in such a
way that the obtained graph has a k-core with at least p vertices.
Chitnis and Talmon proved that this problem is NP-complete
and analyzed its behavior with respect to the parameterizations
by k, p, b, and the treewidth of the input graph. It is shown that
Edge k-Core is W[1]-hard when parameterized by k + p + b,
but can be solved in time (k + tw)O(b+tw)nO(1), where tw is the
treewidth of the input graph.

5. Miscellaneous problems

In this section, we consider several types of edge modification
problems that do not fit into the framework of Sections 2–4.

5.1. Diameter augmentation

Recall that the diameter of a graph G is the longest shortest
path between two vertices in a graph, that is, if dG(u, v) is the
distance in G from u to v defined as the minimum number of
edges (or the minimum sum of weights of edges, in the weighted
case) of a (u, v)-path, then

diam(G) = max
u,v∈V (G)

dG(u, v).

In this way, we obtain the following completion problem.

Input: A graph G and non-negative integers k and d.
Question: Is it possible to obtain a graph G′

with diam(G′′) ≤ d from G by adding at
most k edges?

Diameter Augmentation

Li, McCormick, and Simchi-Levi showed that the problem is
P-hard even for d = 2 [267], and later Gao, Hare, and Nas-

tos [268] proved that the problem is W[1]-hard when parame-
terized by k even if d = 2. Frati et al. [269] studied a more
23
general weighted optimization version of Diameter Augmenta-
tion, where we have a weighted graph with a weight function
w : V (G) × V (G) → N, a cost function c : V (G) × V (G) → N, and
an integer bound B. The goal is to add a set of edges F such that
c(F ) =

∑
e∈F c(e) ≤ B, and the diameter of G+F is minimum. Frati

et al. [269] gave an FPT 4-approximation algorithm running in
time 3B(n+ B)O(1). They also established some inapproximability
results.

Diameter Augmentation was actively investigated for graph
lasses, and the most famous in the parameterized framework
nd notoriously hard variant of the problem called Planar Di-
meter Augmentation was introduced by Dejter and Fellows in
993 [270]. In this variant of the problem, the input graph is
lanar, the value of k is unbounded (it can be assumed that k =

n − 6), and the graph obtained by adding edges should remain
lanar. Despite a lot of efforts, it is still unknown whether this
roblem can be solved in polynomial time or is NP-hard, but
he most interesting question is about the parameterized com-
lexity of the problem. Already Dejter and Fellows [270] proved
hat Planar Diameter Augmentation is FPT when parameterized
y d. This follows from the fact that for any d, the class of
lanar graph Cd containing all graphs that can be augmented
o graphs of diameter at most d is closed under taking minors.
y the classical Robertson and Seymour theorem [96], Cd can be
haracterized by a finite set of forbidden minors. Together with
he minor-checking algorithm of Robertson and Seymour [271],
t implies that Planar Diameter Augmentation is FPT. Unfortu-
ately, this algorithm is not uniform, because it depends on the
et of forbidden minors for Cd that are distinct for different d and,
oreover, are unknown. This lead to the following long standing
pen problem.

pen problem 5.1 ([270]). Give a uniform constructive FPT algo-
ithm for Planar Diameter Augmentation.

In the last years, some partial results have been obtained.
nterestingly, it was unknown whether Planar Diameter Aug-
entation can be solved by a constructive algorithm running

n XP time. Lokshtanov, de Oliveira Oliveira, and Saurabh [272]
onsidered the Plane Diameter Augmentation problem that dif-
ers from Planar Diameter Augmentation by the assumption
hat we are given a plane embedding of the input graph and
ew edges should be inserted within the faces of the embedding.
hey constructed an algorithm running in nO(d) time. For the
ersion of Plane Diameter Augmentation, where the augmented
raph should be h-outerplanar, an algorithm with running time
(d)nO(h) was given. This extends the result of Cohen et al. [273]
ho proved that Outerplanar Diameter Augmentation, is poly-
omial time solvable. For the variant of Plane Diameter Aug-
entation where the budget parameter k is a part of the input,
olovach, Requilé, and Thilikos [274] proved that the problem
s NP-hard and FPT when parameterized by k + d. They also
onsidered the variant where each face of the input graph is
ounded by at most f edges and proved that Plane Diameter
ugmentation is FPT when parameterized by d + f .

.2. Local edge modifications

In the previous sections, we were dealing with edge modifica-
ion problems where the only constraint on the set of modified
dges itself was its cardinality. Nevertheless, there are prob-
ems when the set of modified edges should satisfy some addi-
ional, usually local, combinatorial property. In this subsection,
e consider such problems.
Seidel’s switching is a graph operation which makes a given

ertex adjacent to precisely those vertices to which it was non-
djacent before, while keeping the rest of the graph unchanged.
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ratochvíl, Nešetřil, and Zýka [275] initiated the study of the
roblem Switching to C, which is to decide whether a graph
an be modified to belong to a given graph class C by a se-
ies of Seidel’s switchings. There are various algorithmic and
ardness results for the problem, but since we are interested in
he parameterized complexity, we only mention the results of
elínková, Suchý, Hlinený, and Kratochvíl [276]. In particular, they
roved that if C is the class of graphs of minimum (maximum,
espectively) degree at least (at most, respectively) d or the class
f d-regular graphs, then the problem is FPT when parameterized
y d.
If Seidel’s switching complements adjacencies of a vertex, the

ocal complementation introduced by Kotzig [277] complements
he edges between the neighbors of a vertex. More formally,
et G(v)

= G[NG(v)] and G denote the complement of G. Then the
raph G′ is obtained from G by the local complementation with
espect to a vertex v if
′
= G − E(G(v)) + E(G(v)).

The study of this operation is mainly motivated by its importance
for vertex minors and rank-width (we refer to the work by Oum
for more on this topic [278]) but, similarly to Switching to C,
we can define the Local Complementation to C problem. The
investigation of the parameterized complexity of this problem
was initiated by Cattanéo and Perdrix in [279], where they proved
that the problem is W[1]-hard if C is the class of graphs of
minimum degree at most d when parameterized by d.

Fomin et al. [280] considered complementations with respect
to vertex subsets. For a set S ⊆ V (G), the partial complement
of G with respect to S is the graph G′ obtained by taking the
complement of G[S] in G, that is, G′

= G − E(G[S]) + E(G[S]).
For a graph class C, they defined the Partial Complement to C
problem that asks whether there is a partial complement of a
graph G belonging to C. Among the obtained results, they proved
that Partial Complement to C is FPT when parameterized by w
for some subclasses C of the graphs of clique-width at most w.

Open problem 5.2 ([280]). What is the complexity of Partial
Complement to C when G is

• the class of chordal graphs,
• the class of interval graphs,
• the class of graphs excluding a path P5 as an induced subgraph,
• the class of graphs with minimum degree ≥ r for some constant

r?

Fomin, Golovach, and Thilikos in [281,282] introduced prob-
lems where the structure of the modified edges is defined by a
given pattern graph H . They defined the notion of graph super-
position [281]: Let G and H be graphs such that |V (G)| ≥ |V (H)|
and let ϕ : V (H) → V (G) be an injective mapping. The graph G′

is the superposition of G and H (with respect to ϕ) if V (G′) = V (G)
and two vertices u, v ∈ V (G′) are adjacent in this graph if and
only uv ∈ E(G) or u, v ∈ ϕ(V (H)) and ϕ−1(u)ϕ−1(v) ∈ E(H).
Informally, we select |V (H)| vertices in G and ‘‘glue’’ a copy of H
into G using these vertices. They considered the Structural Con-
nectivity and 2-Connectivity Augmentation problems that ask,
given graphs G and H , whether there is a superposition of G and H
such that the obtained graph is connected and 2-connected re-
spectively. They showed a computational complexity dichotomy
for the problem depending on the properties of the graph class C
containing H . If the vertex cover number of graphs in C is at
most t , then Structural Connectivity and 2-Connectivity Aug-
mentation can be solved in polynomial time, that is, they are in
XP when parameterized by t , and the problems are NP-hard if C
contains graphs with arbitrarily large vertex cover number.
24
They further proposed a very general edge modification model
[282]; the allowed changes are defined through replacement ac-
tions. Let L be a mapping that assigns to every labeled k-vertex
graph H a list L(H) of labeled k-vertex graphs. Then the replace-
ent action selects a subset of k vertices S in the graph G and

eplaces the subgraph G[S] induced by S by a graph F from the
ist L(G[S]). More precisely, the action selects a k-sized vertex
ubset S of G labeled by numbers {1, . . . , k} and, given that H
s the labeled k-vertex graph obtained from G[S], we select a
abeled k-vertex graph F from L(H) and replace H by F . Thus,
he vertex set of the new graph G′ is V (G) and it has the same
djacencies as in G except pairs of vertices from S. In the trans-
ormed graph, vertices u, v ∈ S labeled by i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} are
djacent in G′ if and only if {i, j} is an edge of F . Using replacement
ctions we can express various modification problems. For exam-
le, we can express the deletion of at most ℓ edges as a family
f actions that map graphs with at most 2ℓ vertices into graphs
hat can be obtained from them by at most ℓ edge deletions.
imilarly, we can express edge additions. Fomin et al. considered
he L-Replacement to a Planar Graph problem, whose task is to
ecide, given a graph G and a positive integer k, whether there is
n action that makes G planar. They proved that this problem is
PT when parameterized by k and got a number of related results
here it is required to obtain a planar graph with some specific
roperties.
It can be seen from our brief description that, up to now, we

ave just a scattered set of parameterized complexity results for
he aforementioned problems. We believe that these problems
re natural and their systematic study for various parameteriza-
ions may lead to interesting findings.

.3. Flip distance

Here we briefly discuss the geometric Flip Distance problem
hich, strictly speaking, is not defined as a graph modification
roblem but is closely related to our subject. Let T be a triangula-
ion of a set of points P on the Euclidean plane. Let ABC and BCD
e triangles of T such that ABCD is a convex quadrilateral. The
lip operation for ABC and BCD replaces these triangles by ABD
nd ADC , that is, the diagonal BC in the quadrilateral ABCD is
eplaced by AD. The flip distance between two triangulations T1
nd T2 of P is the minimum number of flips needed to trans-
orm T1 into T2. The Flip Distance problem asks, given two
riangulations T1 and T2 of a set of points P and a non-negative
nteger k, whether the flip distance between T1 and T2 is at
ost k. Note that this problem can be considered as an edge
odification problem on triangulated plane graphs. We refer to

he survey of Bose and Hurtado [283] for the discussion of the
elations between geometric and graph variants.

Lubiw and Pathak [284], and Pilz [285], independently proved
hat Flip Distance is NP-complete; The complexity of the prob-
em was first stated as an open problem by Hanke, Ottmann, and
chuierer [286]. Cleary and St. John [287] initiated the study of
he parameterized complexity of the problem. They considered
he case when P defines a convex polygon and gave a kernel
ith 5k points using the relation between the flip distance and
he rotation distance between two rooted binary trees. Rooted
inary trees correspond naturally to triangulations of polygons
ia a standard equivalence pointed out by Sleator, Tarjan, and
hurston [288], and the flip operation described above is equiv-
lent to a rotation of rooted trees [287]. The latter problem is
tudied under the name Rotation Distance. The kernel size for
onvex polygons was improved to 2k by Lucas [289]. The first
PT algorithm for the general case running in O(n + k · ck) time
or c ≈ 2 · 1411 was given by Kanj, Sedgwick, and Xia in [290].
he running time was recently improved by Li, Feng, Meng, and
ang [291].
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pen problem 5.3 ([290,291]). Does Flip Distance admit a poly-
omial kernel when parameterized by k?

.4. Strong triadic closure and related problems

In the classical setting for graph editing problems, the task is to
elete and/or add some edges to satisfy a certain property. There
re closely related variants where the aim is to label edges of a
raph to achieve a given property of labeled graphs. Considering
ll problems of this type is far beyond the scope of the survey
nd here we mention only a few of them that are related to our
ubject.
The notion of triadic closure was introduced in social network

theory (see the book of Easley and Kleinberg [292] for details).
In terms of graphs, this property is stated as follows. Let G be
a graph, whose edges are labeled strong and weak. It is said
that G satisfies the strong triadic closure property if for every two
distinct strong edges uv and uw with a common end-vertex, vw ∈

E(G). Informally, this means that if there are strong connections
between v and u and between u and w, then there is a connection
(either strong or weak) between v and w. The task of the Strong
Triadic Closure problem is, given a graph G and a non-negative
integer k, to decide whether there is a strong/weak labeling of
the edges of G with at most k weak edges such that the labeled
graph satisfies the strong triadic closure property. Observe that
this problem is closely related to Cluster Deletion or P3-Free
Deletion, because for every induced path on three vertices at
least one of its edges should be labeled weak.

Strong Triadic Closure is known to be NP-complete [293]
nd the parameterized complexity of the problem was con-
idered by several authors [293–295]. In particular, Sintos and
saparas [293] observed that the problem is FPT when parame-
erized by k by a reduction to Vertex Cover. Golovach et al. [294]
and Grüttemeier and Komusiewicz [295] observed that it admits
a polynomial kernel for this parameterization. Cao and Ke [40]
later proved that there is indeed a linear kernel, on 2k vertices,
for Strong Triadic Closure.

For the dual parameterization by ℓ = |E(G)|−k, that is, by the
umber of strong edges, Strong Triadic Closure is FPT but does
ot admit a polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly [294,295].
otice that the kernelization lower bound holds for Cluster
eletion as well.
It was observed in [294] that if M is a matching of a graph G,

he edges of M are strong and the remaining edges are weak, then
he labeled graph satisfies the strong triadic closure property. This
eans that the maximum size of a matching µ(G) gives a lower
ound for the maximum number of strong edges. This lead to the
ollowing open problem.

pen problem 5.4 ([294]). Is Strong Triadic Closure FPT when
arameterized by h = |E(G)| − k − µ(G), that is, by the number of
trong edges above the maximum matching size?

In that same article, Golovach et al. [294] proved that the
roblem is FPT on graph of maximum degree at most four. Notice
hat the question for the same parameterization is also open for
luster Deletion. They also considered the more general variant
alled Strong F-Closure that is related to F-Free Deletion. Here,
is a fixed graph and the task is to label the edges of an input
raph G in such a way that if the subgraph of G composed by
trong edges contains a copy of F as an induced subgraph, then
here is a weak edge with both end-vertices in this copy. Bulteau
t al. [296] introduced another generalization, where there are
strong labels (or colors) and the constraint is that if uv and

w are distinct edges with a common end-vertex and the same

25
trong label, then uv ∈ E(G). In both of the aforementioned arti-
les [294,296], the authors obtain various results that generalize
he aforementioned results for Strong Triadic Closure.

Grüttemeier et al. [297] considered the Bicolored P3-Deletion
roblem: given a graph G, whose edges are partitioned into two
ets Er and Eb of red and blue edges respectively, and a non-
egative integer k, the task is to decide whether it is possible
o delete at most k edges in such a way that the obtained graph
as no bicolored induced P3. It was proved that Bicolored P3-

Deletion can be solved in time O(1.85kn5) and has a polynomial
kernel when parameterized by k and the maximum degree ∆ of
the input graph.

5.5. Beyond forbidden subgraphs

In Section 2, we considered editing problems whose task is
to obtain a graph belonging to a given hereditary graph class,
that is, a graph class defined by a family of forbidden induced
subgraphs. Here we survey some variations and generalizations
of these problems.

Besides forbidding induced subgraphs, it is possible to for-
bid other structures. In particular, there is a plethora of results
for graph classes defined by families of forbidden minors or
topological minors. However, these problems have been mainly
investigated for vertex deletions and the results about edge dele-
tions are corollaries. Therefore, we do not consider them in this
survey. The situation is different if we forbid containment of some
graphs as immersions. A graph H is an immersion of G if there
is an injective mapping of the vertices of H to the vertices of G
and a mapping of the edges of H to pairwise edge-disjoint paths
of G such that for every two adjacent vertices u and v of H ,
the edge uv is mapped to a path of G whose end-vertices are
the images of u and v. For a family of graphs F , a graph G is
F-immersion free if H is not an immersion of G for every H ∈ F .
Giannopoulou et al. [298] initiated the study of the F-Immersion
Deletion problem. Given a (finite) family of graphs F , the task is
to decide whether a graph G can be made F-immersion free by
at most k edge deletions. They proved that if F consists of con-
ected graphs and at least one graph in the family is planar, then
-Immersion Deletion admits a linear kernel when parameter-

zed by k and can be solved in time 2O(k)nO(1).
Fomin, Golovach, and Thilikos [299] considered a generaliza-

tion of another type in which the property that a graph G does not
contain an induced subgraph isomorphic to H is local. The most
general way to express local properties is via the first-order logic
(FOL) formulas on graphs. Recall that the syntax of FOL-formulas
on graphs includes the logical connectives ∨, ∧, ¬, variables for
vertices, the quantifiers ∀, ∃ that are applied to these variables,
and the adjacency and equality predicates. An FOL-formula ϕ is
in prenex normal form if it is written as ϕ = Q1x1Q2x2 · · · Qtxtχ
here each Qi ∈ {∀, ∃} is a quantifier, xi is a variable, and χ is a
uantifier-free part. Let ϕ be a FOL-formula.

Input: A graph G and non-negative integers k
Question: Is there a set of at most k edges S ⊆ E(G), such

that G − S |H ϕ?

Edge Deletion to ϕ

The corresponding completion and editing versions are de-
fined in the natural way, with the goal G + F |H ϕ, and G △ F |H

, respectively. Fomin et al. [299] characterized the complexity of
dge Deletion (Completion, Editing) to ϕ (and the vertex dele-

tion analogue) with respect to the prefix structure of ϕ, assuming
that ϕ is in prenex normal form. More precisely, they obtained
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he following parameterized complexity dichotomy depending on
he quantifier alternations in the prefix. If ϕ can be written in
he form ∃x1 . . . ∃xs∀y1 . . . ∀ytψ (we assume that either of the
universal and existential quantification part may be empty), where
ψ is a quantifier-free part, then Edge Deletion (Completion,
Editing) to ϕ can be solved in time |ϕ|

O(k)
· nO(|ϕ|), that is, the

roblem is FPT when parameterized by k. If we allow at least two
uantifier alternations or one alternation but ∀ occurs first, then
here is ϕ with the corresponding structure of the prefix for which
he problem is W[2]-hard. Notice that the property that G has
o induced subgraph isomorphic to H can be expressed in FOL.
ence, these results indeed generalize the results of Cai [33]. For
ernelization, Fomin et al. [299] established a similar dichotomy:
f ϕ = ∃x1 . . . ∃xsψ , then Edge Deletion (Completion, Editing)
o ϕ admits a trivial kernel when parameterized by k, and for
very other prefix structure, there is a formula such that the
roblem has no polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
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